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ABSTRACT
The availability of lasers with femtosecond, ultrafast light pulses provides new opportunities and
challenges in instrument design. This thesis addresses three aspects of utilizing ultrafast light
pulses in two-photon excitation microscopy. First, optical fibers are routinely used in many
optical instruments but their use in two-photon microscopy is very limited. As ultrafast light
pulses propagate through conventional fiber optics, light pulses are dispersed and broadened, as a
result of nonlinear interactions between light and material. Two-photon excitation efficiency is
reduced with pulse broadening. The recent development of photonic crystal fibers allows
unprecedented control of light properties through them. This thesis provides a thorough
quantitative characterization of different conventional optical fibers and photonic crystal fibers
enabling better utilization of these fibers for two-photon microscopic imaging. Second, two-
photon microscopic imaging is relatively slow due to the sequential nature of raster scanning.
Several groups have recently sought to overcome this limitation by developing a 3D-resolved
wide-field two-photon microscope using the concept of temporal focusing that is based on
manipulating the dispersion of ultrafast light pulses spatially. However, the existing temporal
focusing systems have poor optical sectioning capability and, due to a shortage of illumination
power, low actual frame rate. In this thesis, a comprehensive mathematical model is derived for
temporal focusing two-photon microscope taking key instrument design parameters into account.
By optimizing instrument design and the use of high two-photon cross section quantum dots, we
demonstrate single quantum dot imaging at micron level resolution at video rate. Lastly, we
realize that the temporal focus concept may also be used for microfabrication. A prototype three-
dimensional lithographic microfabrication system is developed and micropatterning capability
based on photobleaching process is demonstrated.
Thesis Supervisor: Peter T. C. So
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Biological Engineering
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The advent of ultrafast laser technology has enabled the observation of the nonlinear optical
processes that occur when electric field interacts strongly with materials. For several decades,
ultrafast lasers producing femtosecond optical pulses have found applications in the fields such
as telecommunication and biomedicine. Focusing on the use ultrafast optical pulses for
microscopic imaging, the use of femtosecond pulses has inherent difficulties and potential
opportunities. The main difficulty is due to the fact that the strong electric field of ultrafast
optical pulses can cause unintended nonlinear interactions in materials, resulting in processes
such as dispersion and self-phase modulation (SPM). Nonetheless, ultrafast lasers enable many
new imaging modalities based on nonlinear spectroscopy such as multiphoton fluorescence
excitation [1], second and higher harmonic generation [2], coherent anti-stoke and resonance
Raman imaging [3]. Among these modalities, two-photon excitation fluorescence microscopy
(TPM) is one of the most powerful and versatile tools for biomedical investigation. Within the
field of TPM, the broad spectral bandwidth of ultrafast light pulse further provides the
opportunity for coherent control [4] offering the potential for selective excitation of fluorophores
[5], modifying two-photon excitation cross section [6], and reducing photobleaching [7].
Manipulating pulse spectral profile spatially further enables novel focusing and scanning
mechanisms.
In this chapter, some basic characteristics of ultrafast optical pulse and some methods for
their manipulation are introduced. The basic concept and instrument design for TPM are briefly
discussed. Conventional TPMs obtain depth resolution based on spatial focusing; the concept of
temporal focusing will be introduced and its application for wide-field two-photon imaging will
be discussed. Finally, the motivation of the research and the scope of this thesis are described.
1.1 Ultrafast Optical Pulse
Ultrafast optical pulse is defined as electromagnetic wave with pulse width that is on the order of
femtosecond (10-15 sec). It is a wave packet of monochromatic waves and has ultrahigh peak
power in picosecond or femtosecond range from 20 kW to 70 GW. Optical pulse is called chirp-
free or transform-limited pulse when all the waves in the pulse are in-phase. This type of pulse
has the shortest pulse duration at a given bandwidth. Time-bandwidth product is the product of
temporal duration and spectral bandwidth of the pulse, and it depends on the envelope of the
optical pulse (it is typically considered to be either a Gaussian or a hyperbolic secant squared
function.). Nonlinear optical processes require high electric field strength and were demonstrated
with the invention of the laser [8, 9]. With the advent of femtosecond pulsed lasers in 1990s [10],
the application of nonlinear optical processes for biomedical applications became more routine.
Figure 1.1 presents the typical spectral-temporal profiles of a transform-limited optical pulse that
has a Gaussian temporal profile with a full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of 100 fs.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.1 Numerical simulation of a transform-limited ultrafast optical pulse: (a)
electromagnetic field distribution in time (b) intensity profile in time and (c) optical spectrum
distribution in wavelength.
One of the limitations of using ultrafast optical pulse is the difficulty in maintaining its shape
temporally and spectrally. Its sensitivity to dispersion results in the pulse broadening. Pulse
broadening is a major limitation in ultrafast pulse delivery using waveguide for
telecommunication where the carrier optical frequency should be the near zero dispersion band.
Figure 1.2 shows the simulation of pulse broadening induced by the group delay dispersion
(GDD). However, dispersion does not always lead to negative effects. Fourier transform
femtosecond pulse shaping can be realized by controlling the dispersion with diffraction grating
pair, and the ultrafast optical pulse shape is modified with spatial light modulator (SLM) in its
Fourier plane [11]. (See figure 1.3)
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Figure 1.2 Numerical simulation of pulse broadening due to dispersion: (a) electromagnetic field
distribution in time (b) intensity profile in time and (c) optical spectrum distribution in
wavelength. Dispersion is resulted from transmitting through 0.5 m of fused silica that has a
GVD parameter of 378.27 fs2/cm.
Spatial Ught Modulator (SLM)Lens Lens
.ratin..... .. "'MomG rating
Figure 1.3 Fourier transform femtosecond pulse shaping with SLM
1.2 Dispersion
Dispersion is defined in two different ways: dispersion in time and dispersion in space. The
former is any phenomenon associated with the propagation of individual waves at speeds that
depend on their wavelengths or optical frequencies in wave motions (See figure 1.4). It generally
happens when the optical pulse propagates in the dispersive media such as lens and optical fiber.
The latter is the separation of light into colors by refraction or diffraction with the formation of a
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Figure 1.4 Dispersion in time.
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Figure 1.5 Dispersion in space.
1.2.1 Group Velocity Dispersion
In electromagnetic optics [12], optical pulse has a group velocity that is the speed for optical
pulse envelope:
I = = dI n ( 0o)+ d o +I0 
vg dw c (d
(1.2.1)
where c is speed of light in a vacuum, n is refractive index, 0o is optical angular frequency, o
is optical angular frequency for center wavelength of the optical pulse, and k is wave vector. For
each monochromatic wave in the optical pulse, phase velocity is also defined as:
tc
v k n(o) (1.2.2)
In non-dispersive medium, such as free space, v, =v, = c/n since n(wo)= n = const over all
optical angular frequencies of the optical pulse. When there is no dispersion, the optical pulse
shape does not change. However, when the optical pulse propagates through dispersive medium,
group velocity is no longer the same as phase velocity and this results in dispersion related to
group delay:
dk z
dc = - .z=- (1.2.3)d(o V
Thus, time delay between two wavelengths can be calculated as:
dr d zdA'T= -A= - AA= D(A) z- A (1.2.4)dA d v9)
where A is wavelength in free space. D(A) is called group delay dispersion (GDD) or
dispersion parameter, and it is also expressed as
d 1 ) 2c d 2n
D(A) 2 (1.2.5)dA -v 2 c dA2
where P2 is GVD parameter. It is noted that the eq. (1.2.5) includes only second order term in
the Taylor expansion of the refractive index, and the effects of higher order terms are not
considered. Therefore, group velocity dispersion (GVD) is defined as the phenomenon where the
optical pulse is broadened due to the wavelength dependence of the group velocity. GVD is
critical in the application of ultrafast optical pulse since it causes significant pulse broadening
whereas group velocity does not affect the pulse shape. The pulse broadening o, can be
obtained from eq. (1.2.4):
T = D(2A)-o- L, (1.2.6)
where U, is bandwidth of the optical pulse, and LD is dispersion length or the distance where
optical pulse propagates through the dispersive media. From eq. (1.2.6), it is clear that shorter
pulse duration (or larger spectral width) or longer dispersion length generates more significant
pulse broadening. The highly dispersive optical elements commonly used in microscopy are the
objectives [13] and the optical fibers since they have relatively long dispersion length. It is very
important to manage GVD with these elements, and GVD can be compensated or minimized
with the pulse stretcher or pulse compressor, which is further discussed in chapter 2.
1.2.2 Angular Dispersion
The refraction- or diffraction-induced dispersions are often very useful in manipulating ultrafast
optical pulses. Angular dispersion represents color-resolving power which shows how much
dispersive angle is deviated depending on wavelength.
In the refractive optics, a triangular prism is a commonly used dispersive element. To use it
in generating uniform angular dispersion over wavelength, incident angle on the prism 0, should
be set at the Brewster's angle (tano, = n(A)) to minimize reflection on the surface, and
refractive angle at the prism 02 should be equal to 0, to minimize angle of deviation E. (See
figure 1.6(b)) Angular dispersion is expressed as a derivative of angle of deviation with respect
to wavelength [14]:
dE bdn (X) (1.2.7)
dX 1, dA
Since dn()A)/d2. is not constant over broad wavelength range, angular dispersion is not constant.
In addition, angular dispersion with dispersive prism is relatively small compared to one with
diffraction grating. Therefore, dispersive prism is useful in applications where optical loss should
be little or dispersion can be small, such as for compressing ultrafast optical pulse.
In diffractive optics, diffractive grating also generates dispersion. Diffractive grating is an
array of equally spaced identical diffracting elements where the distance between elements
(groove spacing or pitch) is comparable to the illumination light wavelength. Figure 1.6(c) shows
the schematics of diffraction grating. Diffraction of light from different elements enables optical
pulses to be color-resolved with different angles (P) at same incident angle (a). Angular
dispersion at the diffractive grating is defined as below [14]:
dp
= Gm sec p (1.2.8)dX
where G = l/d is groove frequency, and m is diffraction order (1st order diffraction (m = 1) is
used for most of applications.) From eq. (1.2.8), angular dispersion is constant over broad
wavelength range since it is independent of wavelength, and it has large wavelength-resolving
power due to large angular dispersion. One major drawback is lower efficiency for Ist order
diffraction (-70-80%) compared with prism since some power is lost to the higher diffraction
orders. In any case, diffractive gratings are routinely used in spectroscopic applications because
of their large wavelength-resolving power despite their large optical loss. A pair of diffraction
grating is sometimes used for dispersion compensation or optical pulse shaping.
d=1/G
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.6. Schematic diagram of dispersion components: (a) dispersive medium (b) prism (c)
reflective diffraction grating
1.3 Two-Photon Excitation Fluorescence Microscopy
One of the most popular imaging techniques that utilize ultrafast optical pulses in biology and
medicine is TPM. It uses two-photon absorption process predicted by Dr. G6ppert-Mayer in
1931 and was utilized by Dr. Webb's group in the form of the optical microscopy [1].
Conventional confocal microscopy places a pinhole at a location which is conjugated to the
excitation focus in the detection light path. The conjugated pinhole rejects out-of-focus
background from the specimen and enables optical sectioning. In contrast, TPM has intrinsic
optical sectioning capability based on nonlinear excitation that is maximized at the focal spot. In
following sections, two-photon absorption process and TPM are introduced.
1.3.1 Introduction to Fluorescence and Two-Photon Absorption Process
After photon absorption that induces an electronic state transition of an atom or a molecule, a
lower energy photon is emitted when the atom or molecule returns to the ground electronic state
after vibrational relaxation, which is called fluorescence. Absorption process occurs on the order
of femtosecond coupling a singlet ground state to a singlet excited state. Once the electron is
excited, relaxation to the lowest vibronic level in the excited electronic state occurs on the order
of picoseconds including internal conversion where energy is lost thermally. Finally, the electron
returns to the ground state after staying in the excited electronic state for a period of time that is
typically on the order of nanoseconds; this characteristic time of the fluorescence molecule is
called fluorescence lifetime. Figure 1.7(a) represents a simplified Jablonski diagram for single
photon fluorescence process. Some features of fluorescence not shown in the figure are Stokes
shift and fluorescence quantum yield. Stokes shift is referred to when the emission wavelength is
a little longer than that of absorption wavelength. Stokes shift originates from the fact that
emission photons always have lower energy than absorption photons due to internal conversion
processes. Some molecules in the excited state do not relax by generating fluorescence; non-
radiative relaxation from excited state to ground state may occur where energy is lost by other
mechanisms such as dynamic quenching or fluorescence energy transfer. Additionally,
intersystem crossing to triplet state with delayed emission or phosphorescence occurs.
Fluorescence quantum yield is defined as the ratio of the number of emission fluorescence to the
number of photons absorbed (in the case of two-photon absorption, photon pairs absorbed).
Photobleaching is another important characteristic of fluorescence molecules. A molecule may
become optically inactive after repeated absorption-emission cycles. Photobleaching is often
caused by the production of reactive oxygen molecules during fluorophore excitation and the
subsequent chemical interaction between these reactive oxygen molecules and the fluorophore.
Fluorescence is typically generated through single photon absorption process, but it can also
be produced via a two-photon absorption process with high intensity illumination. Figure 1.7
shows how two-photon absorption occurs compared with single photon absorption process. With
two-photon absorption process, a pair of photons that arrives at a molecule within a time interval
on the order of femtoseconds are absorbed by the molecule via transition through a virtual state,
as shown in figure 1.7(b). Fluorescence emission by two-photon absorption process is the same
as by single photon absorption process since fluorescence emission occurs from the lowest
vibronic level of the excited state after internal conversion in both cases. To increase the
probability of simultaneous absorption of two photons, it requires high peak power of ultrafast
optical pulses and tight spatial focusing of these pulses; it is one of reasons why TPM has
intrinsic optical sectioning capability.
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Figure 1.7 Conceptual diagram on how fluorescence works (a) one-photon absorption process
and (b) two-photon absorption process
1.3.2 Quantitative Analysis of Two-Photon Absorption Process
In this section, the theory of two-photon absorption process is reviewed. From the viewpoint of
quantum mechanics, single photon and multiphoton absorption processes can be derived from
Schr6dinger equation by incorporating perturbation theory [15, 16]. The probability of being
excited to energy level n from the ground state g through a two-photon process is
Pn (t) = R.(2) t (1.3.1)
where R' is transition rate of two-photon absorption (sec-'). It is also expressed as
Rn( (2) )  2 (t) (1.3.2)
Sng"m
where 4E2 22 = S is two-photon cross section for the molecule (m4sec/photon 2), c is
ng 4e2h2 c2n
speed of light in a vacuum, ,nm is interaction energy between level n and m, eo is permittivity
of free space, h is reduced Plank constant, F, is the width of level n, and 7(t) is intensity
(photon/m 2/sec). For femtosecond lasers, optical pulse width ('T,) is so short that a single
molecule can absorb at most one photon pair for a single laser pulse since the molecule life time
(",) is much longer than optical pulse width ( , >> T ). In this case, n,, the number of photon
pairs absorbed in single molecule during single optical pulse, is:
no =(p,2 (t))= (R').(t2 -, )= ( 2 (t)) (1.3.3)
where (.) is time average over the one period (t2 - t1 = f7' ). For laser scanning microscopy, the
absorption probability is a function of the time-dependent lateral intensity profile in the focal
spot I(r,t) (assuming Gaussian beam profile):
ep- 2r2 2 2
P(t)= III(r,t) dA = I(t) ° exp -21rdr = I(t) 2 = I(t) 2NA2
I (t) NA2
and T(t)= P= 2  (t) (1.3.4)
hc/X hcA
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where P(t) is the instantaneous laser power, o, = . is the beam waist, and NA = nsinO
i NA
is NA of the objective. This approach provides similar results if Fraunhofer diffraction intensity
profile is assumed instead of Gaussian beam. Therefore, eq. (1.3.3) can be rewritten:
na =f hc (p22(t) =Sfp hc 2 P2 (1.3.5)
(P(t)2) (t 2 - t ) 2(t)dt
where P( 2(P(t))2 = (fP (t)dt
21n2 1
For the Gaussian pulse temporal profile, X = . p . From eq. (1.3.5), it is seen that n, is
proportional to average intensity square. Significant deviation from this proportional relationship
may result as na becomes larger because of fluorophore ground-state depletion, a process called
fluorescence saturation [17]. This process leads to excitation saturation where excitation intensity
profile broadens when n, exceeds certain threshold level (n, = 0.1 as a rule of thumb) [18].
1.3.3 Introduction to Two-Photon Excitation Fluorescence Microscopy
In this section, the instrumentation design of TPM is introduced. Since nonlinear process such as
two-photon absorption requires high intensity, pulsed laser on the order of femtosecond or
picosecond should be focused on the sample. Once the fluorescence is emitted, its intensity or
optical spectrum at the focal volume can be measured by a photodetector. Since excitation occurs
at a single focus, raster scanning of the laser in two-dimensional (2D) plane is required to
produce an image and the focal plane must be translated to obtain a three-dimensional (3D) map
of the specimen.
Figure 1.8 shows a typical TPM system. Either femtosecond or picosecond pulsed laser may
be used as a light source. A two-axis laser scanner deflects the collimated laser beam laterally
from the optical axis as shown in the diagram. Through the relay lenses (the scan lens and the
tube lens) that act as a beam expander, the back aperture of the objective is filled with the
collimated laser beam. Subsequently, the objective focuses the excitation light at diffraction limit
to induce localized two-photon excitation (TPE). Axial scan can be accomplished by either
physically translating the objective or the specimen. Fluorescence is emitted omnidirectionally
and approximately 30% of the fluorescence can be collected by the high numerical aperture (NA)
objective. At the dichroic mirror, fluorescence is transmitted to the collection lens and filter sets.
The fluorescence signal is measured by a photodetector such as a photomultiplier tube (PMT), an
image sensor such as a charge-coupled device (CCD), or a complementary metal oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) sensor. Fluorescence intensity measurement is transferred to the
computer where the image is digitally constructed.
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Figure 1.8 Schematic diagram of conventional two-photon laser scanning microscopy
TPM has several advantages in 3D depth-resolved image acquisition. First, the probability of
TPE has a quadratic dependence on photon flux. The high photon flux at the focal volume results
in depth discrimination where over 80% of fluorescent signal is localized to within a 1 pm thick
region centered at the focal plane. Second, during the imaging of the fixed cell, reducing the
chromophore photobleaching is critical, and localized excitation minimizes the photobleaching
outside the focal plane. Similarly, in live cell imaging, photodamage affects cellular viability and
may be minimized by the excitation localization. Third, in the case of single photon process,
excitation spectrum and emission spectrum of the chromophore are partially overlapped, and it is
difficult to reject background due to the leakage of excitation light. In TPM, excitation spectrum
is located far from the emission spectrum in the visible region. Therefore, fluorescence signal is
easily separated from the excitation light resulting in higher signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). Fourth,
TPM excitation wavelength lies in the infrared region resulting in significantly lower tissue
scattering and absorption and deeper imaging. Finally, both confocal microscopy and TPM has
3D resolution, but there is major difference in terms of the underlying principle of depth
discrimination. Confocal microscope rejects unwanted out-of-focus fluorescence with a
conjugated emission pinhole. TPM inherently produces fluorescence signal only at focal volume
through the nonlinear two-photon absorption process. Therefore, TPM utilizes excitation
manipulation to achieve 3D resolution while confocal microscopy exploits emission
manipulation. Eliminating the need for the detection pinhole is critical for the imaging of turbid
tissues. The emission photons scattered by the tissue are blocked by the detection pinhole, but
they can be collected in the TPM case.
Although two-photon microscopy is a powerful tool for 3D volumetric imaging, one of the
major drawbacks is its relatively slow imaging speed limited by the sequential nature of scanning
and the bandwidth of the scanning subsystem. Image acquisition in two-photon scanning
microscopy takes much longer than conventional wide-field illumination microscopy. To reduce
image acquisition time, either pixel resolution needs to be reduced or pixel dwell time needs to
be shortened. However, lower pixel resolution generates much coarser image and fine image
features may be lost. As the dwell time at a location shortens, the number of detected photons
decreases, and SNR is deteriorated. Since the concentration of fluorophores and the lifetime of
these probes are dictated by the relevant biological system, the maximum SNR is fundamentally
determined by the pixel dwell time. Several techniques to improve imaging speed while
maintaining the SNR have been proposed. Depth resolved wide-field illumination based on
temporal focusing is one of these techniques and will be discussed later in detail.
1.4 Temporal Focusing
Conventional fluorescence microscopy illuminates sample using wide-field geometry resulting in
2D images without depth resolution. In 3D optical microscopy such as confocal and two-photon
excitation microscopy, excitation light is focused to a diffraction-limited spot that results in
optical sectioning but requires sequential raster scanning of the excitation volume to produce a
3D image. A consequence of raster scanning is that image acquisition time becomes slower as
sample size or resolution increases. As mentioned in the previous section, finite fluorophore
concentration and fluorescence saturation ultimately limits fluorescence photon generation rate
even when a very fast scanning mechanisms, such as acousto-optical deflectors, may be used.
Therefore, the most effective way to improve imaging speed is to parallelize the excitation
process. The most successful approach utilizing this concept is the multifocal multiphoton
microscopy (MMM) [19-22]. Temporal focusing is another interesting idea which was recently
proposed to produce depth-resolved wide-field illumination (DRWFI) [23, 24].
Temporal focusing is applicable to nonlinear microscopic imaging where ultrafast optical
pulses with relatively broad spectral band are used. Figure 1.9 demonstrates the underlying
concepts behind spatial focusing and temporal focusing. In figure 1.9(a), optical pulse is focused
laterally, traveling along axial direction. Note that its temporal pulse width is kept constant. The
intensity at the focal spot reaches a maximum. Nonlinear optical process such as two-photon
absorption is proportional to the power of the intensity resulting in optical sectioning. For high
NA objective, submicron lateral and axial resolution can be achieved. With temporal focusing,
the optical pulse travels in axial direction without changing the beam diameter unlike spatial
focusing (See figure 1.9(b)). However, the instantaneous intensity will be maximized at the focal
plane if the temporal width of the optical pulse can be manipulated spatially such that it is
minimized at focal plane. This approach allows wide-field imaging with depth discrimination.
The implementation of temporal focusing will be discussed in detail in chapter 3. One drawback
in using temporal focusing is that it requires high illumination power. Two-photon absorption
process depends on quadratic excitation intensity. Since excitation intensity is inverse
proportional to the illumination area, excitation power must increase as illumination area
becomes large in order to maintain the same SNR. However, the power of typical Ti:Sapphire
laser produces femtosecond pulses with average limited to several watts. Simple calculation
similar to eq. (1.3.5) shows that efficient excitation (na ~ 0.1) of most organic dyes cannot be
achieved for imaging area larger than 20 gim by 20 jpm. One option to alleviate this power
problem is to use optical parametric amplifier (OPA) or regenerative amplifier that has much
higher peak power with similar average power but much lower repetition rate on the order of 1
kHz. Another option is to use fluorophores with much higher two-photon cross section such as
quantum dot (QD). With QD, large fluorescence signal can be obtained despite low illumination
intensity on the sample.
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Figure 1.9 Pictorial description of (a) spatial focusing and (b) temporal focusing
1.5 The Motivation and the Scope of This Thesis
In this thesis, we explore several interesting methods to manipulate ultrafast optical pulse for
microscopic imaging and fabrication. This thesis covers two aspects of ultrafast optical pulse
manipulation: dispersion management in optical fibers and temporal focusing depth-resolved
wide-field imaging and fabrication.
Ultrafast optical pulse delivery via optical fiber is very important in microscopic imaging in
terms of portability. In conventional laboratory microscopes, portability is less critical. However,
portability becomes a prime consideration for clinical applications. Clinical usage is limited if
the microscope itself is not in a handheld format. One of key applications is the development of
TPE endoscopies for 3D optical biopsy. Histological analysis is now the clinical standard to
assess the pathological states of a tissue, but it requires the tissue to be excised, fixed, sectioned,
stained, and examined under optical microscope. The invasive nature of histopathology limits the
number of suspicious sites to be examined, and supplementary microscopic imaging modality
may be useful to select better biopsy sites to enhance the chance of disease detection. Handheld
MMM may be used for diagnosis of skin cancer. While excisional biopsy provides the diagnostic
accuracy for skin lesions, there are cases that excisional biopsy should be minimized such as
when lesion occurs in the facial area and two-photon microscopic diagnosis may be utilized. This
approach may also be used during surgical removal of lesions. A more thorough examination of
surgical margin may avoid missing very small malignant tissue (true negative) while sparing
healthy tissues. This approach can minimize follow-up surgery, reduce surgical trauma, and
improve post-surgery recovery rate. Another important application is TPE microendoscopy.
Endoscopy is very popular imaging modality in diagnosing diseases that occur inside body
cavities. Conventional optical endoscopy provides low-resolution images of only tissue surface.
Medically approved endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) can image down to submucosa layer, but has
very limited resolution. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) [25], one of the most promising
methods, provides 3D imaging into millimeter thick tissue structures. Unfortunately, its spatial
resolution is still too coarse to produce subcellular details. Reflected confocal microscopy [26] is
an excellent method to obtain tissue morphological information, but offers little biochemical
specific signals. On the other hand, TPE microendoscopy incorporated into conventional
microscopy will provide submicron optical resolution high enough to resolve subcellular
structures required for definitive pathological analysis. TPE microendoscopy also provides
fluorescence based contrast and complements other endomicroscopic approaches such as
confocal and OCT. Consequently, developing portable multiphoton handheld probes or
microendoscopes are important for biomedical diagnosis and will require understanding ultrafast
optical pulse delivery by optical fibers.
While there are high speed two-photon imaging techniques such as MMM, there remains a
need for depth-resolved high-throughput imaging without lateral scanning that significantly
simplifies instrument design and lowers cost. The temporal focusing approach based on the
inherent broad spectral bandwidth of ultrafast pulses should be further explored since it enables
DRWFI [23, 24]. Temporal focusing based TPM may allow efficient imaging of biological
systems labeled with super high two-photon cross section fluorophores such as QDs. The
capability of this technique to improve the two-photon microfabrication efficiency also opens up
many potential applications areas in biomedicine and beyond.
The organization of this thesis is as follows. The delivery of ultrafast pulses by different
commercial fibers is evaluated in terms of optical pulse shape and TPM performance: fiber
coupling efficiency, spectral bandwidth and temporal pulse width of the optical pulse, two-
photon excitation efficiency, and optical resolution. Minimizing dispersion effect of pulses
propagating through these fibers using a pulse compressor is also evaluated (Chapter 2). The
spectral bandwidth of ultrafast optical pulses is exploited for DRWFI based on temporal
focusing. A mathematical model based on diffraction theory is derived to evaluate its
performance in terms of depth-resolving capability as a function of instrument design
parameters. With optimized design parameters, a TPE DRWFI microscope is implemented. The
axial optical resolution of this microscope is assessed, and its sensitivity and imaging speed are
evaluated using QDs with high two-photon cross sections (Chapter 3). Two DRWFI applications
are examined. Live cell labeled with QDs are imaged using TPE DRWFI microscope (Chapter
4). 3D lithographic microfabrication based on photobleaching process (Chapter 5) are
demonstrated. Lastly, this thesis is concluded with an outlook of future DRWFI applications
(Chapter 6).
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Chapter 2
Ultrafast Optical Pulse Delivery with Fibers in
Nonlinear Microscopy
2.1 Introduction
Nonlinear microscopy can provide intrinsic 3D resolution, allow deep imaging into tissues,
achieve submicron optical resolution, and minimize photodamage and photobleaching [1, 2]. The
term nonlinear microscopy now encompasses a broad class of techniques such as multiphoton-
excited fluorescence imaging, multiple-harmonic generation imaging, and coherent anti-Stokes
Raman imaging [3-5]. While nonlinear microscopy has found applications in numerous
biological studies, many in-vivo applications will require adapting this technology into an
endoscopic format that involves delivering femtosecond optical pulses through optical fibers.
Conduction of light via traditional optical fibers is based on total internal reflection (TIR) and
limited by optical loss and dispersion. Optical loss has been dramatically reduced by minimizing
impurities during manufacturing process. Dispersion management has focused on chromatic
dispersion reduction to optimize long haul optical communication. However, the requirements
for optical pulse delivery with fiber optics in nonlinear microscopy are quite different from those
for optical communication. First, these two applications operate in different spectral windows.
The optical window for nonlinear microscopy is determined by the absorption spectra of typical
endogenous and exogenous fluorophores, the wavelength-dependent attenuation coefficients of
tissues, and the operating wavelengths of available high-power pulsed lasers. The optical
window for optical communication is determined mostly by identifying the spectral range where
attenuation due to Rayleigh scattering and chromatic dispersion in fibers are minimized [6].
Given the constraints in the optical window for nonlinear microscopy, chromatic dispersion often
cannot be minimized and results in low performance in fiber optic-based nonlinear microscopy.
Far from the zero dispersion band, GVD, which characterizes the wavelength dependence of the
group velocity in a medium, becomes dominant. This effect is especially pronounced for
femtosecond optical pulses, since a wide spectral bandwidth is needed to produce these ultrafast
optical pulses (time-bandwidth limit). Linear prechirping [7, 8] is often needed to compensate for
the GVD introduced by the fiber [9, 10]. Second, nonlinear microscopy requires ultrafast optical
pulses of substantially higher energy than that required in telecommunication. As optical power
through a fiber increases, nonlinear effects become more prominent. These nonlinear effects
include SPM that enlarges spectral bandwidth and broadens temporal pulse width [11]. The
optical pulse distortion which results from fiber delivery often cannot be fully compensated for
these nonlinear effects by simple linear prechirping approach, and the pulse width often increases
with input power [9]. Therefore, the effects on high power ultrafast optical pulse delivery require
careful investigation for nonlinear microscopy applications.
The recently introduced photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) [12-14] have a number of superior
optical characteristics for conducting ultrafast optical pulses than conventional optical fibers in
terms of guiding, dispersion and refraction [15]. PCF is a waveguide constructed with photonic
crystal, which is dielectric or metallic material with the periodic structure of the refractive index.
This material has photonic band gap (PBG), the range of optical frequencies where the light
cannot propagate through. The band gap location depends on fiber microstructure and can be
made independent of propagation direction and polarization of light. One common example of
one-dimensional (1D) photonic crystal is the Bragg mirror [16] which contains a periodic pile of
alternating dielectric films along optical axis. Light travels along optical axis with consecutive
reflection and transmission at the face of each film, and wave is fully reflected at a given
wavelength range for appropriate film thickness. Extension to 2D or 3D PBG effect has been
partially successful recently. If a defect is inserted in infinitely periodic microstructure, the
defect supports some modes inside the band gap, which is localized in the outskirts of the defect
[15, 17]. Line defects create a waveguide, whereas point defects generate a resonant cavity.
Therefore, 2D PBG effect with line defect makes PCF a useful waveguide. There are various
kinds of PCFs depending on both of core and cladding structures. Figure 2.1 represents the
general description of light delivery via several types of PCFs. A popular PCF is a solid core
PCF [18, 19] which has a solid core with a microstructured cladding (Figure 2.1(a)). It is
sometimes called index-guiding or high-index core fiber. Its cladding consists of silica-air
photonic crystal material. Even though it is made of photonic crystal, PBG effect does not
actually occur during the light propagation. Depending on its structure, effective refractive index
in the cladding can be controlled: it should always be smaller than refractive index of the core,
although the silica refractive indices for both core and cladding are the same. Therefore, light is
confined in the fiber core by a mechanism analogous to TIR, which is called modified total
internal reflection (MTIR). These PCFs enable single mode delivery over the broadband
wavelength regardless of core size [18-20], and even for unusually large mode area [21]. Other
applications of these PCFs are optical soliton formation [22], supercontinuum generation [23],
and dispersion management [24]. Another form of PCF is the hollow core PCF, or low-index
core fiber [14]. Its core is hollow instead of solid, and its cladding is made of microstructured
photonic crystal (Figure 2.1(b)). Light is confined to the hollow core by the PBG effect in the
microstructured cladding, even if the refractive index in the core is lower than that of the
cladding. Its applications are divided into different classes: removing constraints due to the
optical properties of the core material and reinforcing interactions between light and gas-filling
the fiber core. Some of its applications are high optical power delivery with lower nonlinearity,
megawatt optical soliton generation with xenon-filled core [25], and stimulated Raman scattering
in hydrogen-filled core [26]. Bragg fiber, the third type of PCF, uses the Bragg mirror as
cladding in the fiber (Figure 2. 1(c)). The cladding is made with a concentric periodic distribution
of alternating materials, and surrounds a hollow or a solid core. It is feasible to deliver light since
it is discovered that Bragg mirror has omnidirectional reflection that occurs based on the PBG
effect [27, 28]. One of its applications is improving light transmission over certain frequency
ranges [29].
One of the challenges in PCF research is inventing the PCF fabrication process.
Microstructured PCFs can be manufactured by drawing a silica-air hole preform acquired by
stacking silica capillaries, drilling holes, or extrusion [30, 31]. Bragg fiber is made via the cigar-
rolling technique. Multilayer mirror is rolled up to make a preform with hollow core, and then
drawn [29]. PCFs are mostly made of silica and air to form silica-air holes, but it can also be
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Figure 2.1 Photonic crystal fibers: (a) solid core photonic crystal fiber (b) hollow core photonic
crystal fiber (c) Bragg fiber
Several researchers have studied the performance of delivering ultrafast optical pulses with
optical fibers. Step-index single-mode fiber delivery has been well characterized [9, 33], but the
performances with step-index multimode fiber were only partially described [34]. The use of
pulse compressor to compensate for chromatic dispersion of these step-index single-mode fibers
has also been studied [9]. Some types of PCFs such as hollow-core PCF [35, 36], TIR-based PCF
[37], and double-clad PCF [10, 38], were studied in terms pulse spectral and temporal profiles.
Most prior studies have demonstrated only the feasibility for TPE, but the efficiency to induce
nonlinear effects by light pulses after fiber delivery has not been quantitatively compared with
that of free space delivery. Furthermore, the effects of fiber delivery on optical resolutions in the
nonlinear microscopy have not yet been evaluated. Importantly, PCFs also offer better
performance than traditional fibers in conducting high power ultrafast optical pulses since it has
better optical characteristics in terms of guidance, dispersion [35-37, 39], and refraction [15].
Though promising, the effects of ultrafast pulse delivery using PCFs on the performance of
nonlinear microscopes need further quantification.
In this chapter, we systematically characterize the performance of a nonlinear microscopy, i.e.
two-photon microscopic imaging, using a variety of optical fibers for excitation light delivery.
The performance is evaluated based on the parameters that include spectral bandwidth, temporal
pulse width, TPE efficiency, and microscope optical resolution. Additionally, the effect of
optical pulse compensation is evaluated based on optical pulse profile and TPE efficiency.
2.2 Instrumentation
Figure 2.2 shows the experimental apparatus used to characterize the performance of a nonlinear
microscope when ultrafast optical pulses are conducted through a variety of optical fibers. The
pulses were generated by a Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser (Tsunami, Spectra-Physics, Mountain
View, CA) which was pumped by a continuous-wave (CW) diode-pumped solid-state (DPSS)
laser (Millennia V, Spectra-Physics, Mountain View, CA). It is tunable over a broad range in the
near-infrared (NIR) wavelength range, producing pulse widths as short as 50 fs with pulse
repetition rate of 80 MHz. In our experiment design, we chose 100 fs ultrafast optical pulse with
a center wavelength of 780 nm. The pulse width is short enough to achieve efficient TPE. This
wavelength is suitable for exciting many endogenous and exogenous fluorophores in biological
specimens. A ruled grating-based optical pulse compressor [7] was installed for prechirping to
compensate for chromatic dispersion in some measurements. The properties of the ultrafast
optical pulses were examined by an optical autocorrelator and a spectrum analyzer in the
temporal and the spectral domain respectively. The collimated light after fiber delivery was
steered into a TPE fluorescence microscope based on an inverted platform (Axiovert S100TV,
Carl Zeiss Microlmaging Inc., Thornwood, NY). A galvanometric laser scanning system (6350,
Cambridge Technology, Cambridge, MA) was employed for lateral raster scanning and a
piezoelectric objective positioner (P-721.00, Physik Instrumente L.P., Auburn, MA) was
installed for axial scanning. These experiments were performed using a high NA objective lens
(Fluar, 40X / 1.30 Oil Immersion, Carl Zeiss MicroImaging Inc., Thomwood, NY) for high-
resolution imaging. A PMT (R7400P, Hamamatsu Photonics K. K., Hamamatsu, Japan) was
used in single photon counting mode for light detection.
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Figure 2.2 Experimental design for measuring ultrafast optical pulse characteristics through
optical fibers and resulting TPE fluorescence microscopy performance. The experimental
apparatus consists of a pulse compressor, an optical fiber coupling system including a fiber
focuser and a fiber collimator, and a TPE laser scanning fluorescence microscope. The pulse
compressor provides linear prechirping to compensate for chromatic dispersion in the system.
The optical pulse profile can be measured with an optical autocorrelator and a spectrum analyzer.
The delivered optical pulses enter into a TPE laser scanning fluorescence microscope where the
TPE efficiency and the optical resolution are measured.
2.2.1 Optical Fibers
TIR-based fibers are categorized into step-index fibers, in which the refractive index at the core-
cladding boundary changes abruptly, and graded-index fibers, in which the refractive index in
the core changes gradually as it approaches to the refractive index of the cladding. They can also
be classified into single-mode fibers or multimode fibers, depending on how many transverse
modes they propagate. PCF includes MTIR-based fiber and PBG-based fiber as described in the
previous section. Among these fibers, six common commercially available optical fibers were
selected in this experiment as listed in Table 2.1. For step-index fibers, three fibers with different
core size and number of propagating modes were used: a single-mode fiber (SISMF5um), a
slightly large-core fiber (SIMMFlOum), and a multimode fiber (SIMMF50um). This wide
selection allows the effects of different core size and number of propagating modes to be
evaluated. Graded-index fiber (GIMMF50um) was also used to compare the effects of graded-
index versus step-index. For PCF, we chose two fibers: a hollow-core photonic crystal fiber
(HCPCF6um) and a double-clad photonic crystal fiber (DCPCF16um). HCPCF6um employs
PBG, whereas DCPCF16um uses MTIR which enables only single-mode light delivery even
though its core is large enough to carry multiple modes. In each case, fiber length was two
meters, which is a reasonable length for most biomedical applications. All fibers except for PCFs
had FC/APC connectors on both ends to avoid back-reflection to light source. No connectors
were used with PCFs because the air-silica hole structure used in constructing photonic crystal
may be contaminated during the polishing process needed in connectorizing the fiber.
Fiber type Core Cladding Fiber
Manufacturer Notation
(Manufacturer's part number) (mrn) (tm) NA
Hollow-core photonic crystal fiber
6 125 0.17 HCPCF6um
(AIR-6-800) Crystal Fibre A/S,
Double-clad photonic crystal fiber Birkerod, Denmark
16 *165/350 0.04 DCPCF16um
(DC- 165-16-Passive)
Step-index single-mode fiber
5 125 0.14 SISMF5um
(SMJ-3A F3AF-780-5/125-3-2)
Step-index multimode fiber
10 125 0.10 SIMMFl0um
(QMMJ-3AF3A F-UVVIS- 10/125-3-2) OZ optics,
Step-index multimode fiber Ontario, Canada
50 125 0.22 SIMMFSOum
(QMMJ-3AF3AF-IRVIS-50/125-3-2)
Graded-index multimode fiber
50 125 0.22 GIMMF50um
(MMJ-3AF3AF-IRVIS-50/125-3-2)
* inner cladding/outer cladding
Table 2.1 List of optical fibers used in the fiber characterization
2.2.2 Measurements
We first measured the coupling efficiency, defined here as the ratio of the optical power after
fiber output to the optical power before fiber input. It was obtained by measuring average optical
power both before and after fiber delivery with a thermopile power meter (LaserMate with LDIO
sensor, Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA). We further measured FWHM of the temporal and
spectral profile of the optical pulse after fiber delivery and compared these parameters with free
space propagation. Two different approaches are commonly used to measure the pulse temporal
profile: optical autocorrelation [40] and frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) [41]. FROG
measurement provides more detailed information, however, commercially available FROG is
designed to measure pulses width in the range of 50 to 200 fs and the optical pulses broadened
by some fibers can be as wide as several picoseconds. Thus, an interferometric optical
autocorrelator (Autocorrelator MINI, APE GmbH, Berlin, Germany) was chosen in this
experiment as it has very high SNR and is capable of measuring autocorrelation up to 15 ps. In
this thesis, we define temporal pulse width of the optical pulse as FWHM of autocorrelation
function. We also measured power spectrum of these pulses to provide complementary
information since the highly chirped optical pulse shape cannot be adequately characterized by
optical autocorrelation alone. Using a laser spectrum analyzer (E201LSA03A, Imaging System
Group, Horseheads, NY), we measured the spectral bandwidth of the optical pulse, which is
defined as the FWHM of optical power spectrum. Using the TPE fluorescence microscope, we
further measured TPE efficiency and optical resolution. TPE efficiency is described as ratio of
the number of the fluorescence photons detected from a specimen as a function of optical power
delivered by the microscope objective. A 232 ipM aqueous fluorescein (fluorescein-5-
isothiocyanate, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) solution was used as a standard specimen in all these
measurements. For optical resolution measurement, the point spread function (PSF) of 0.1 jpm
diameter carboxylate-modified yellow-green (505/515) fluorescent beads (F8803, Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA) mixed with 2% w/v agarose gel (2120, EMD Chemical Inc., Gibbstown, NJ) were
imaged in 3D. The resolution is quantified by the FWHMs of the PSF along lateral and axial
directions.
2.3 Characteristics of Ultrafast Optical Pulse through the Fibers
2.3.1 Fiber Coupling Efficiency
Figure 2.3 presents maximally achieved coupling efficiency for each fiber with respect to fiber
output optical power. First, the coupling efficiency is mostly independent of the fiber output
optical power. All the fibers with smaller core have 40-50% coupling efficiency, and the others
have 80-90% except for DCPCF16um. With DCPCFl6um, the coupling efficiency is similar to
smaller core fibers due to low numerical aperture (NA) of the fiber core.
Coupling efficiency is associated with the optical loss. Optical loss generally includes all
losses through a fiber such as coupling loss and optical power attenuation which is negligible in
two-meter fiber length. Furthermore, collimating the light after the fiber entails little loss,
whereas optical loss occurs primarily during the coupling of light into the fiber. The spot
diameter of focused rays on the surface of fiber core can be calculated, assuming a diffraction-
limited spot size. If we assume that the lens aperture is circular, the rays have uniform intensity
and the NA of the lens (NA,,,) is smaller than the NA of the fiber (NAor), the theoretical
coupling efficiency Ecoupling can be simplified as follows.
dore doreNA, s 
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where d re is the core diameter of fiber, d,,VM is a spot intensity FWHM for circular aperture,
and A is center wavelength of the optical pulse. The coupling efficiency is a function of NA,,,,'
but it gets more complicated than eq. (2.3.1) if NAn > NAcoo . The NA,, used in this
experiment is 0.10 - 0.30, resulting in a spot diameter of 1.3 - 4.0 pm, and in practice NA ,,, is not
always smaller than NA .core. Nevertheless, it is clear that the coupling efficiency of the fiber
increases as the fiber core size increases, but a large fiber core allows the propagation of a large
number of modes that may interfere resulting in a loss of TPE efficiency and image resolution.
For a fiber with much smaller NAcore than NAlens, such as DCPCF16um, it has a low coupling
efficiency even with a relatively large core size since the difference between NAle,, and NAcore is
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Figure 2.3 Maximum coupling efficiencies for different types of fibers are plotted. The x-axis
represents the fiber output optical power on a logarithmic scale. Fiber coupling efficiency is
observed to be power-independent. All small-core fibers have 40-50% efficiency, whereas most
of the large-core fibers have 80-90% efficiency. Note that DCPCF16um, even with a relatively
large core, has similar coupling efficiency to those of small-core ones due to its small fiber core
NA.
2.3.2 Temporal and Spectral Optical Pulse Profile
To observe fiber delivery effects on the ultrafast optical pulse, the optical pulse profile should be
analyzed both temporally and spectrally since the intensity spectrum complements the temporal
profile in the characterization of ultrafast optical pulses. Figure 2.4 plots the temporal pulse
width and the spectral bandwidth of the optical pulse with respect to fiber output optical power.
Free space light delivery (denoted in figures as AIR) was also measured as a reference. From
figure 2.4(a), extrapolating temporal pulse width to low optical power, the temporal pulse
broadening is substantially higher than free space delivery for some fibers, indicating that
dispersion effects are significant especially with small-core TIR-based fibers (SISMF5um and
SIMMFlO0um). Moreover, they also exhibit strong power-dependent temporal broadening. TIR-
based multimode fibers (SIMMF50m and GIMMF50um) and DCPCF16um are relatively power-
independent and maintain relatively short temporal pulse width until the fiber output optical
power is very high. Nevertheless, the temporal pulse width of HCPCF6um is almost identical to
that in free space delivery. In addition, its temporal pulse width is independent of optical power.
In figure 2.4(b), the spectral bandwidth remains narrow for all fibers at low fiber output power.
However, the spectra broaden as the fiber output optical power increases in TIR-based fibers
(SISMF5um, SIMMF10um, SIMMF50um, and GIMMF50um). The spectral broadening is
greater for smaller core fibers. Graded-index fiber (GIMMF50um) has less spectral broadening
than step-index fiber (SIMMF50um) of same core size. In contrast, HCPCF6um transmits
ultrafast optical pulse without any spectral distortion. Moreover, its spectral bandwidth and
temporal profile are independent of fiber output optical power. DCPCF 1 6um has nearly constant
spectral bandwidth over most of the optical power range, but demonstrates very low spectral
distortion at high fiber output optical power.
These observations can be explained with nonlinear fiber optics theory. From the pulse
propagation equation for ultrafast optical pulse through the single-mode fiber, the length scale
for dispersion and nonlinearity can be introduced, assuming that the nonlinear effects except for
SPM are negligible and GVD is much larger than third order dispersion (TOD), P 2 >> 3 [1].
Dimensionless length can be also expressed as below:
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L,, and LN, represents dispersion length with GVD and nonlinear length respectively. P2 is a
GVD parameter, To is initial pulse width, Po is peak power of initial optical pulse and y is a
nonlinear parameter. In addition, n2 is a nonlinear index coefficient, oo is the center frequency
of initial optical pulse, c is the speed of light in a vacuum, and Atf is the effective core area
related to core size and core-cladding index difference. From eq. (2.3.2), the nonlinear effect
dominates dispersion if L N is shorter than L,), and vice versa. Since LN, is proportional to Af ,
the nonlinear effects such as SPM and Kerr effect become dominant with decreasing core size.
These nonlinear effects are strongly related to the spectral broadening, irrespective of material
dispersion since it is caused by phase mismatching between different wavelengths.
Extrapolations of experimental results show that the pulses delivered by all the fibers have the
same initial spectral bandwidths at very low optical power; this confirms the spectral bandwidth
analysis of the optical pulse. For temporal broadening, its dominant factor depends on the ratio
of the dispersion length to the nonlinear length. At very low optical power, chromatic dispersion
is the major cause of temporal broadening. At high optical power, temporal broadening is mostly
due to nonlinear effects. The level of nonlinear effects also depends on the core size of fiber.
Our experimental results for solid-core fibers (DCPCF16um, SISMF5um, SIMMFl0um, and
SIMMF50um) agree with this theory for TIR-based single-mode fibers. Material dispersion, in
addition to chromatic dispersion, is also present, but it is the same for all fibers at a given fiber
length regardless of fiber core size. Furthermore, fiber core size is also associated with the
number of modes fiber can deliver. For the single-mode delivery, there is waveguide dispersion
[6], which is generally negligible in our spectral range. For the multimode fibers, intermodal
dispersion may exist. Therefore, total dispersion at very low optical power also depends on the
number of modes, and that explains why different core size fibers show different total dispersion.
Regarding fiber core types, light propagates in the graded-index core along the longer optical
path compared with the step-index core due to different refractive index profile, and due to the
fact that the graded-index core is designed for the light to travel along parabolic instead of linear
path. For a given fiber length, greater temporal broadening due to material dispersion occurs with
the graded-index fiber, and the result shows that SIMMF50um has lower temporal broadening
than GIMMF50um. In addition, two multimode fibers have quite different spectral bandwidths
because the spectral profile of the optical pulse depends on the propagating modes in the fiber. It
is difficult to measure the spectral bandwidth for multimode fiber due to the sensitivity of
propagating modes to fiber bending. Nonetheless, we observed that nonlinear effects are less
apparent in large-core fibers since their spectral bandwidths are only weakly dependent on power.
Although the pulse propagation equation presented in eq. (2.3.2) is derived for single-mode
fibers, it does predict that the nonlinear effects in multimode fibers are not dominant due to the
large effective core areas of these fibers. Furthermore, spectral bandwidth in graded-index fiber
(GIMMF50um) is less affected by the nonlinear effect than that in the step-index fiber
(SIMMF50um). This difference comes from the different refractive index structures of these
fibers.
For PCFs, HCPCF6um does not show material dispersion or nonlinear effects since the
ultrafast optical pulse travels mostly through the hollow-core where the refractive index is
uniform everywhere. In contrast, the behavior of DCPCF16um is quite different, based on
differences in the mechanisms of guiding light. With MTIR-based fiber, similar to the
conventional optical fiber, light propagates through material with wavelength and power-
dependent refractive index.
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Figure 2.4 (a) Temporal pulse width and (b) spectral bandwidth of the optical pulse after various
fiber delivery methods are plotted. Free space delivery is included as a reference. The x-axis
represents the fiber output optical power on a logarithmic scale for both (a) and (b). HCPCF6um
demonstrates intact optical pulse delivery from the experimental results.
2.4 The Performance in the Nonlinear Microscopy after Fiber Deliveries
2.4.1 Two-Photon Excitation Efficiency
TPE efficiency is the efficiency of fluorophores excited by the ultrafast optical pulses. Figure 2.5
shows TPE efficiency after various fiber deliveries as a function of power. In a log-log plot, a
quadratic dependence on power implies that the power dependence should be linear with a slope
of 2. TPE efficiency curves after all fiber deliveries show quadratic dependence as expected of
TPE process. In our experiments, hollow-core photonic crystal fiber (HCPCF6um) delivery has
the best TPE efficiency after fiber delivery. Due to large temporal pulse width broadening,
single-mode fiber (SISMF5um) delivery has the poorest TPE efficiency. TPE efficiency can be
theoretically calculated as [1]:
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where na is the number of photon pairs absorbed per fluorophore per pulse, zr is the pulse
width, S is two-photon cross section of the fluorophore at given wavelength X, p, is average
laser power, fp is laser repetition rate, h is reduced Planck's constant, c is the speed of light in
a vacuum, and NAf is the effective NA of objective lens. From eq. (2.4.1), fiber delivery does
not change any parameters except for r, and NA . If NAff remains constant, the coefficient of
TPE efficiency is inversely proportional to p , the temporal pulse width. Since Tp often broadens
with fiber delivery, the TPE efficiency is expected to decrease when light is conducted through
fiber. It is interesting to note that the TPE efficiency for hollow-core PCF (HCPCF6um) is
significantly lower than free space delivery, even though both spectral bandwidths and temporal
pulse widths are comparable for both delivery methods. The discrepancy between the theory and
the measurement may originate from the fact that the fiber output light is not single mode and
hence there is effectively lower NA. Another possibility is that this TPE theory assumes that
optical pulse delivered through fiber is transform-limited, or chirp-free optical pulse. It has been
reported that TOD can be significant in PCFs, and the balance between normal GVD and TOD
results in soliton-like behavior, resisting dispersion of ultrafast pulses in some cases [25].
However, the phase shift induced by these high order dispersions can also generate chirping of
the pulses as well as change pulse shapes. Since optical pulse shape plays major role in TPE
efficiency [42], and the temporal width of the autocorrelation profile cannot determine whether
the pulse is chirped or chirp-free, chirping effect may be another major cause of deteriorating
TPE efficiency. If intermodal dispersion is induced, TPE efficiency can decrease significantly
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Figure 2.5 TPE efficiency in a TPE fluorescence microscope with light pulses delivered by
different fibers. Quadratic dependence of sample fluorescence as a function of power indicates
TPE process. Fiber delivery is much less efficient for TPE than for free space delivery. Among
all the fibers tested, HCPCF6um is the most efficient fiber delivery medium.
2.4.2 Point Spread Function
Optical resolution is usually defined by the Rayleigh criterion that can be operationally
quantified from the FWHM of the PSF. Figure 2.6 shows the measurements of both lateral and
axial PSF for the TPE fluorescence microscope after light is delivered by the different fibers. For
each fiber delivery method, top figures are the intensity profiles of a point source in the solution,
and bottom figures show the FWHM measurements. As seen in the figures, the FWHM of lateral
PSF increases with the number of modes that the fiber delivers, whereas the FWHM of axial PSF
is not sensitive to the number of modes delivered.
Theoretically, the excitation PSF determines the optical resolution in the TPE fluorescence
microscope with a photodetector such as PMT. The excitation PSF intensity profile can be
calculated as shown by So et al. [2], and the lateral and the axial optical resolution can be
estimated, using a Gaussian fit of the PSF [43].
0.5331
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(2.4.2)
n is effective refractive index of the specimen, FWHM is the FWHM of lateral PSF and
FWHMZ is the FWHM of axial PSF function. As expressed in eq. (2.4.2), optical resolution is
determined by NAf and A. However, the basic assumption for above equations is that the
illumination light has a distortion-free wavefront and its intensity is uniform in the lateral
direction. The lateral PSF profile depends on the number of modes delivered. When it is close to
unity, the experimentally measured PSF is close to the theoretical value; otherwise, the lateral
optical resolution is degraded. The axial resolution was found to be less dependent on the
delivery modes, which may be a result of the lateral nature of these spatial modes. In eq. (2.4.2),
axial resolution is found to be more sensitive to the objective NA and the refractive index of the
sample, but they are irrelevant to our experimental results since same objective and sample were
used. The effect of spatial modes on axial resolution requires further investigation.
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Figure 2.6 PSFs in a TPE fluorescence microscope using different fiber delivery methods. The
top figures show both the lateral and the axial PSF measurements with light delivered through
various fibers. Free space delivery is included for comparison. Bottom figures represent
statistical analysis of the lateral and the axial PSF FWHMs for each delivery method. The lateral
resolution is dependent on the number of modes that the fiber supports, whereas the axial
resolution is almost independent of delivery method. The symbol * above bars, indicates that
optical resolution is statistically different from free space delivery, based on a t-test with P<0.05.
2.4.3 Two-Photon Excitation Fluorescence Imaging
The resolution of the TPE fluorescence microscope was further evaluated in the imaging of
biological specimen. Using optical fiber for light delivery, the TPE fluorescence microscope can
effectively image human skin. Human tissue was fixed and H&E (haematoxylin and eosin)
stained. Eosin [44] produces fluorescence during two-photon imaging. With the 40x oil-
immersion objective lens (NA=1.3), the image field of view was 120 pm by 120 pm. Figure
2.7(a) shows human skin fluorescence images taken using different fibers for light delivery. In
terms of image resolution and detail, the difference between fiber delivery methods appears to be
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46]. The power spectra for human skin were measured with different fiber delivery methods in
the figure 2.7(b). As expected, image power spectra confirm the results of the lateral PSF
measurements. Images with single-mode fibers have higher power spectral density than those
with multimode fibers at a given spatial frequency range where tissue details exist. At high
spatial frequency region, there is no power spectral density difference for different delivery
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Figure 2.7 (a) TPE fluorescence images for H&E-stained ex-vivo human skin with different fiber
delivery methods. From left to right: AIR, HCPCF6um, DCPCF16um, SISMF5um,
SIMMF 1 Oum, SIMMF50um and GIMMF50um (b) The power spectra of images obtained with
different fiber delivery methods. Power spectral image analysis was performed on a series of
human skin images obtained in (a). At low spatial frequency range, the images acquired using
fibers with small number of modes delivered have higher power spectral densities than those
with large number of modes. At high spatial frequency region, power spectral density levels for
all the fiber delivery methods, including free space delivery, are same since noise dominates at
this regime. The maximum spatial frequency for given NA is 2.3 gpm-
2.5 Linear Prechirping Effects for the Fiber Deliveries
Temporal pulse broadening degrades the TPE efficiency, which is inversely proportional to the
temporal pulse width. The major cause of the pulse broadening originates from chromatic
dispersion where material dispersion is dominant. To eliminate the broadening effect, an optical
pulse compressor is often used for prechirping the pulses linearly [8]. The pulse compressor
mainly consists of a reflective diffraction grating pair configured so that the blue components of
the optical pulse propagate faster than its red components [7], in contrast to the chirping that
occurs in the optical fiber delivery. This effect is called linear prechirping and increases with the
grating pair separation. At the grating pair separation where linear prechirping cancels out
chromatic dispersion, the optical pulse width can be restored close to original one after the
delivery in the fiber. We measured the impact of the linear prechirping on the TPE coefficient as
well as on the optical pulse profile. Large-core fibers (SIMMF50um and GIMMF50um) were not
used in these experiments since they do not provide good optical resolutions for nonlinear
microscopy imaging. In the following discussion, a suffix '.PC' after the fiber name indicates the
linearly prechirped result.
2.5.1 Effects of Linear Prechirping on Ultrafast Optical Pulse
Figure 2.8 shows linear prechirping results of the ultrafast optical pulse. The optical pulses after
the fiber deliveries with the linear prechirping were measured with respect to the grating pair
separation. As shown in figure 2.8(a), the linear prechirping only broadens the pulses for free
space (AIR.PC) and hollow-core fiber (HCPCF6um.PC) since the optical pulses which travel
through them are chirp-free. For solid-core fibers (DCPCF16um.PC, SISMF5um.PC and
SIMMF10um.PC), prechirping is quite effective, but this procedure cannot completely restore
the optical pulse back to the original temporal width. As for the prechirping effect on the spectral
bandwidth, spectral narrowing occurs for all the fibers, while a little spectral broadening is
shown in free space delivery. (See figure 2.8(b).) At the optimal grating pair separation where
minimum temporal pulse width was obtained, we measured the temporal pulse width and the
spectral bandwidth for solid-core fibers as the functions of fiber output optical power in figure
2.8(c) and 2.8(d), respectively. Note that free space delivery and the hollow-core PCF cases are
not shown since their pulse profiles are already optimal with no prechirping. Similar to the
results without linear prechirping, both the temporal and the spectral broadening of the optical
pulses are dependent on the fiber output optical power.
Transform-limited ultrafast optical pulses become prechirped or negatively chirped through
pulse compression. There may be further temporal broadening due to phase mismatching and the
spectral broadening caused by the residual phase distortion [47]. For HCPCF6um.PC,
prechirping the optical pulse results in some temporal broadening and spectral narrowing, a
behavior that is different from free space delivery. Both DCPCFI6um.PC and SIMMFlOum.PC
have similar pulse compression behaviors for a given fiber length since material dispersion is
dominant. The optical grating pair separations to optimize their pulse profiles are also
comparable. However, SISMF5um.PC requires much longer distance between gratings to
compensate for pulse broadening. This means that the optical pulse delivered with single-mode
fiber has additional pulse broadening due to the nonlinear effects in this smaller core fibers. It is
interesting to observe that spectral narrowing occurs with solid-core fibers; this observation
agrees with spectral narrowing due to SPM [48]. Even after the temporal pulse width is
optimized using the pulse compressor, we observe that the pulse profiles for some fibers can be
quite different from the original transform-limited condition and the pulse profiles show power
dependence due to the nonlinear effects such as SPM and Kerr effect. Finally, our observations
for the behaviors of SISMF5um and SIMMFO1um for nonlinear microscopy imaging are also
consistent with the observation of Helmchen et al. [9].
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Figure 2.8 The effects of linear prechirping on (a) temporal pulse width and (b) spectral
bandwidth of the optical pulse with respect to grating pair separation are shown. At the optimal
grating pair separation in the pulse compressor, power dependence is also observed in terms of
(c) temporal pulse width and (d) spectral bandwidth.
2.5.2 Effects of Linear Prechirping on Nonlinear Microscopy Performance
Figure 2.9 shows the impact of linear prechirping on the TPE efficiency. The TPE efficiencies
for the different fiber deliveries were normalized to that of free space delivery with chirp-free
optical pulse, and they are inversely proportional to the temporal pulse widths as shown in the
figure 2.8(a). In the TPE efficiency curve, the grating pair separation to maximize TPE
efficiency is slightly longer than the distance that minimizes temporal pulse width. This effect is
caused by the additional dispersion introduced by the optical components such as the objective in
the microscope. Without the linear chirping, HCPCF6um has the best TPE efficiency although it
is still 20 times worse than free space delivery. However, with linear prechirping, the TPE
efficiency for solid-core fibers can be significantly improved. At optimal prechirping, the TPE
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Figure 2.9 The normalized TPE coefficients affected by the linear prechirping were measured as
a function of the grating pair separation. The TPE coefficient for each fiber delivery was
measured and normalized by that of the chirp-free optical pulse delivery in the free space.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, we characterized the performance of a variety of optical fibers that may be used
for nonlinear optical microscopy. We observed ultrafast optical pulse profile both temporally and
spectrally. Spectral bandwidth is sensitive to the nonlinear effects such as SPM and Kerr effect,
whereas the temporal pulse width is affected by both nonlinear effects and chromatic dispersion.
The nonlinear effects originate from the nonlinearity of refractive index in the fiber core
materials. We measured the TPE fluorescence microscopy performance in terms of the TPE
efficiency and optical resolution. A TPE process was observed for all fiber delivery methods, but
their signal levels depend on spectral bandwidth, temporal pulse width, spatial intensity profile,
and phase mismatch induced by mode shape, chirping, and intermodal dispersion. Optical
resolution was evaluated by PSF measurements. We observed that the optical resolution is
relatively insensitive to the laser pulse temporal profile, albeit more sensitive laterally than
axially. In addition, the linear prechirping is important to maximize the TPE efficiency of solid-
core TIR-based and MTIR-based fibers.
In summary, the double-clad PCF and some step-index single-mode fibers are strong
candidates for delivering the ultrafast optical pulse for the nonlinear microscopy and the TPE
microendoscopy with linear prechirping. However, it should be noted that the performances of
these fibers are power-dependent and generally degrade with high power. Since this power
degradation behavior is relatively modest for the typical power level used in nonlinear
microscope imaging, it is more important to optimize the linear prechirping for different fiber
lengths. Although the hollow-core PCF appears to have excellent pulse characteristics after the
delivery, its TPE efficiency is not acceptable for most nonlinear microscope applications. The
reason for the low TPE efficiency is not fully understood and further investigations based on
modal analysis and spatio-temporal analysis using FROG are needed. Nonetheless, this fiber may
be used where high power delivery is required without any power-dependent nonlinearity, such
as in constructing portable MMM.
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Chapter 3
Depth-Resolved Wide-Field Illumination (DRWFI):
Optimization and Evaluation
3.1 Introduction
Laser scanning optical microscopies including confocal microscopy [I], TPM [2, 3], and CARS
microscopy [4] have optical sectioning capability. These techniques focus the excitation light to
a diffraction-limited spot and obtain depth discrimination capability either by using a conjugated
detection pinhole or by using nonlinear optical responses of materials. Since signal is produced
from a localized focus, 3D structures must be mapped by sequentially raster scanning this focus
in 3D. The sequential nature of raster scanning is inherently slower than parallel imaging process
where signals from a whole plane are mapped into an imaging sensor such as in the fluorescence
microscopy that uses wide-field illumination. Until recently, there has been no wide field
imaging method with 3D resolution. DRWFI was first achieved by the introduction of
scanningless two-photon excitation microscopy using the concept of temporal focusing [5, 6].
While one may contend that the spinning-disc confocal microscopy [7, 8] or the multifocal
multiphoton microscopy [9-12] has achieved DRWFI, these techniques still rely on scanning a
parallel array of spots and not simultaneously acquiring information from all locations in the
specimen plane. The DRWFI systems based on temporal focusing use a diffraction grating to
control the temporal pulse width along optical axis. The high-speed potential of the DRWFI may
find applications in biological imaging that have previously utilized scanning microscopy [13-
15] and in 3D laser direct writing based on spatial focusing [16-18]. In addition, DRWFI can be
combined with stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) [19, 20] or photo-
activated localization microscopy (PALM) [21, 22] to extend this class of super-resolution
imaging to 3D.
Although DRWFI has been around for almost five years, its imaging capabilities have not
been fully characterized and the design considerations in a DRWFI system remain to be better
defined [5, 6]. In this thesis, we undertake a systematic approach to evaluate the optical imaging
performance of TPE based DRWFI. More importantly, DRWFI has been very slowly adapted
despite its many advantages. The strength of DRWFI is its ability to simultaneously excite an
area. However, for efficient excitation of most fluorophores, the available power from standard
Ti:Sapphire lasers limits the field of view (FOV) of DRWFI to several hundreds of square
microns. Due to the quadratic dependence of fluorescence signal to the excitation power in TPE,
DRWFI becomes less efficient for larger FOVs than even sequential single focus scanning in
terms of image frame rate. This thesis further explores the possibility of overcoming this
limitation by using contrast agents with high two-photon cross sections. Specifically, we use
water-soluble QDs which have been reported to have extraordinarily high two-photon cross
sections [23].
In this chapter, the DRWFI based on temporal focusing is introduced. Mathematical model
based on the diffraction theory is derived to predict optical sectioning capability in DRWFI. This
mathematical model further allows us to optimize the design parameters of a DRWFI system
based on numerical simulation. Then, a practical implementation of the TPE DRWFI microcopy
is described. Simulation results are compared with experimental measurement in terms of axial
optical resolution. In addition, high sensitivity and high-speed imaging of this TPE DRWFI
system are demonstrated by imaging single QD.
3.2 Depth-Resolved Wide-Field Illumination
In this section, the basic principle of DRWFI based on temporal focusing is discussed. The first
requirement to generate temporal focusing is to control the width of ultrafast pulses or their
dispersion. Basically, dispersion in an optical pulse occurs due to optical path difference between
its different spectral components. When all the wavelength components in the optical pulse
propagate along the same optical path in free space, optical pulse shape does not change and
there is no dispersion. In case of the aberration-free lens, optical path lengths from the back focal
plane to the front focal plane are same in a 4-f system, independent of the incidence angle of the
ray relative to the optical axis. Temporal focusing principle can be realized in this 4-f system by
introducing a dispersive element in the back focal plane of the tube lens by sending different
spectral components of an optical pulse to different directions (different incident angles relative
to the optical axis). By the definition of being aberration-free (including chromatic aberration),
these different spectral components have the same path lengths to the front focal plane where
they recombine (See figure 3.1 inset). When all the wavelength components recombine, the
ultrafast pulses retain their narrow femtosecond pulse width. For the 4-f system, this path length
matching property is true only between the back focal plane of tube lens and the front focal plane
of the objective, but not anywhere else. Therefore, outside the focal plane, the path lengths for
the different spectral components are different, the pulses broaden, and the TPE efficiency
decreases. The optical component used in the optical element can be any spectral-dependent
angular dispersive element such as diffraction grating, prism, acousto-optic modulator (AOM),
and spatial light modulator (SLM).
Figure 3.1 graphically demonstrates the principle of DRWFI. In the figure 3.1 inset, ultrafast
optical pulse is incident on the surface of the reflective diffraction grating. The different spectral
components of the ultrafast pulse are dispersed to different angles. Note that figure 3.1 shows
only three different color monochromatic waves for illustration purpose, but in reality, actual
monochromatic waves disperse continuously in space. After the grating, each monochromatic
wave has a different optical path, and the ultrafast optical pulse is broadened between grating and
focal plane of the objective, as dictated by the invariance of the time-bandwidth product. The
tube lens focuses the wave at the back aperture of the objective as shown in figure 3.1. After the
objective, each wave is collimated but arrives to the focal plane with different converging angle.
Along the optical axis, the beam diameter of each wave starts overlapping partially as waves
approach to the focal plane where they are completely overlapped. The temporal pulse width of
the optical pulse at optical axis reaches a minimum or fully restored at the focal plane. As the
waves propagate out of the focal plane, temporal pulse width of the optical pulse broadens, and
the beamlets from the different spectral components no longer overlap. Since fluorescence yield
is inversely proportional to the pulse width in the case of two-photon absorption process, most of
the fluorescence is generated at the focal plane in this scheme resulting in an intrinsic optical
sectioning effect.







Figure 3.1 A depiction of DRWFI. Inset shows how the color-resolved light is generated before
the objective
3.3 Mathematical Model for DRWFI
Here we are motivated to thoroughly understand the theoretical underpinning of the image
formation in our approach. We derive an optical model of light distribution near the focal plane
based on diffraction theory [24-27] to evaluate axial optical resolution with axial intensity
distribution. This optical model allows us to accurately predict the axial optical resolution that
can be achieved. Furthermore, it makes us examine the effects of different design parameter
choices in optimizing optical sectioning capability.
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Figure 3.2 Parameters for DRWFI. The physical parameters for the simulation are listed. Red
and blue indicate key design parameters and evaluation parameter, respectively.
Figure 3.2 shows how light propagates through an optical system. To simplify this model, the
following assumptions are applied: 1) the optical model is diffraction-limited, 2) all the lenses
are perfectly chromatic-aberration-corrected, 3) dispersion occurs only at the diffraction grating,
4) the input beam profile is Gaussian with a width of S (1/e2 beam radius), 5) the spectral
distribution of the input beam is also Gaussian with a bandwidth of K in terms of the
wavenumber, and 6) the ultrafast optical pulse is chirp-free. Then ultrafast optical pulse can be
defined as below:
U(x,y,z,t)= JU(,k)e(k)t)d = c+ U(xy)e w(k)e-dk
where U(x,y)=Aoexp X2 +2 and W(k)= Boexpk2 (3.3.1)
S2 K2
Ao and B0 are the amplitudes, and Ak = k- k is the difference between k = 27/2l = wic, the
wavenumber for the given wavelength, and ko, the wavenumber for the center wavelength.
Moreover, A is wavelength, o is optical angular frequency, and c is the speed of light in a
vacuum. Since diffraction theory is valid for monochromatic wave, divide and conquer (D&C)
method is applied: the optical pulse separates into monochromatic wave components, the
electromagnetic wave fields are calculated with diffraction theory, and the time domain behavior
at the focal plane is obtained by recombining the spectral components. For each k, the
transverse field at grating surface [28] can be written as
U, (xi,, k) = U(xicos a, y,) exp {i Ak sin o xi } (3.3.2)
(x,,y,) is the lateral coordinate at the grating plane. The grating effectively introduces a phase
chirp along one direction. a0 = sin-' (2rG/ko) is the incident angle of the light incident upon the
grating, with groove frequency G, such that the center wavelength of the input beam propagates
along the optical axis. Since the grating and the microscope focal plane are conjugated by a 4-f
imaging system, the field can be readily predicted along the optical path. Ignoring the field
aperture of the microscope, the field at back aperture of the objective is
exp{ik2fl } 4- XXi+YYi y
U2 (xb 'y,,,k) = -ik exk2Jf+j+U (, xykexp ik f dxidy
(3.3.3)
f is the focal length of the tube lens, and (xb,yb) is the lateral coordinate of the back aperture
plane. When the waves propagate into the objective, the back aperture size in the objective
should be considered, and it is incorporated as:
U3 (xb'Ybk)=U 2 (Xb'Ybk)-circ D / 2
1 for rl < 1 (3.3.4)
where circ(r)= 1/2 for Irl =
0 Otherwise
D is the diameter of the back aperture in the objective. The field near the focal plane of the
objective can be calculated as:
U4 (xf,yf,zf,k)
exp ik(2f2 f+z) X2 +y2 Z X
= -ik 2f U3 (xf,y,k)exp ix y exp -ik dxdy
2ff 2 f2  2
(3.3.5)
(x 1,yI,z ) is the coordinate placed on the focus of the objective. Since the tube lens and the
objective are chromatic-aberration-corrected, the effective optical path lengths (phase terms) are
the same for all wavenumbers k at the focal plane.
exp{i2k(f. + f2)} = const (3.3.6)
To reconstruct the optical pulse, all the monochromatic waves delivered to focal plane of the
objective are combined vectorially since they propagate along paths of different incident angles.
Therefore, the temporal evolution of the field around focal plane can be shown as:
0 5(x,y,zs,t) =
c+ U 4 (xf ,y f,k)(ii sin f'(k)+ icos /')(k))W (k)exp-i(kct - (x,,yf ,k))dk
whcos p'(k)
(3.3.7)
P'(k) is the incident angle for each k with respect to optical axis after objective, p(x,,y,k) is
the pulse front delay which comes from diffraction grating, and M = f1/f 2 is magnification with
the lenses. Time-averaged intensity close to the focal plane can be expressed as:
,y,,Z)= f P 15 (xyzt)2dt (3.3.8)
f, is repetition rate of the ultrafast pulsed laser. Since two-photon excitation is a nonlinear
process, TPE efficiency is proportional to 2nd power of the intensity with TPE process.
12p Xf 9Yf f f ) = f f o, J5( f 9'7 t)J dt (3.3.9)
where 12p (xf,yf,f) is TPE intensity. With axial intensity profiles obtained in eq. (3.3.9), axial
optical resolution can be calculated.
3.4 DRWFI Design Optimization Based on Numerical Simulations
3.4.1. Selection of Key Design Parameters
In the previous section, a mathematical model was obtained with diffraction theory. Comparing
the axial optical resolution for different instrument design parameters would allow us to quantify
the ultimate DRWFI axial sectioning capability, and hence optimize instrument design. In this
thesis, axial optical resolution is defined as FWHM of the axial intensity profile. To optimize
DRWFI design, key design parameters that affect axial optical resolution are selected. First, the
illumination FOV diameter ( DF,,) is chosen because we are interested in the effect of field size
on resolution. Furthermore, intuitively, large recombining angle of optical pulse waves at the
focal plane enhances axial optical resolution. We select the parameters related to angular
dispersion including: the groove frequency of the diffraction grating (G), the tube lens focal
length (f ), and the spectral bandwidth of the optical pulse (FWHM,). In addition, NA of the
objective (NA) is clearly important in determining resolution.
3.4.2. Axial Optical Resolution Evaluation through Numerical Simulation
First, the effect of DFOv on axial optical resolution was observed. Figure 3.3 shows the
relationship between DFOV and axial optical resolution. For large DFOV, axial resolution remains
constant and depends on other parameters such as G, f and FWHM, ( f, and FWHM, effects
on Dov are not shown, but they are confirmed through numerical simulation.). However, axial
resolution improves as DFOv gets smaller. This is because very small DFOv becomes equivalent
to diffraction-limited focusing, and it is no longer wide-field illumination. In this thesis, only
wide-field illumination is considered, so the following equation is valid.
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Figure 3.3 Axial optical resolution with different illumination FOV diameter
Next, axial optical resolution was observed to improve as G, f and FWHM, get larger as
shown in figure 3.4. It can be intuitively explained that increasing G or FWHM, results in
greater angular dispersion and larger recombining angle for the optical pulses at the focal plane
which lead to better axial optical resolution. In the case of f, it does not affect the angular
dispersion, but the separation between different wavelength components becomes large when f,
is longer. This situation also results in improving axial optical resolution due to a large
recombination angle. These effects are limited by the back aperture size of the objective. In
figure 3.4(b), the axial optical resolution is very close to the diffraction limited (-0.75 pm) for
the largest G (1200 grooves/mm). It does not quite approach diffraction limit because some of
spectral components (far-red or far-blue edges of the ultrafast optical pulse) are clipped due to
the finite size of back aperture of the objective that is determined by NA of the objective.
Therefore, simulation results in the figure 3.4 were fitted to following equation. For the result in
the figure 3.4(a),
FWHM. (G, fl) - + B, (3.4.2)
where A, and B, are proportional constants. For the result in the figure 3.4(b),
FWHMz(G,FWHMHM +B2  (3.4.3)G 2 FWHM 2
where A2 and B2 are proportional constants. Each red dotted line indicates the best fit for each
simulation result. B, and B2 for the best fit are close to be 0.75 pm.
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Figure 3.4 (a) Axial optical resolution with different tube lens focal length (b) Axial optical
resolution with different optical pulse spectral width. Red dotted lines indicate the curve-fitting.
Lastly, the effects of NA were also investigated. Figure 3.5(a) shows G versus axial optical
resolution. For small G, axial optical resolutions are very close to one another and are far from
the diffraction-limited one. For larger G, is the dependence on NA can be approximated as:
lim FWHM. (G,NA)~ (3.4.4)
G--- .(NA
where B3 is proportional constant. Near the diffraction limit regime, optical axial resolution is
inversely proportional to NA , and it is consistent with the result shown above. In addition, it is
expected that FWHMA (G,NA) is proportional to X since it is close to diffraction limit.
For different NA of the objective, the best axial optical resolutions in DRWFI were
compared with the diffraction-limited axial optical resolutions in laser scanning microscopy as
shown in figure 3.5(b). Their resolutions are very similar in the case of high NA objective, and
the DRWFI resolution seems to be better than the TPE laser scanning one as NA becomes
smaller. In this figure, only the FWHM of intensity profile was quantified. However, it should be
noted that the intensity profile of DRWFI which has an approximate Lorentzian dependence has
a much longer tail than that of the TPE laser scanning microscope. Figure 3.5(c) represents the
modulation transfer function (MTF) for each system. The DRWFI has a narrower bandwidth for
spatial frequency than the TPE laser scanning microscope; this confirms that the axial optical
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Figure 3.5 (a) Axial optical resolution with respect to groove frequency of diffraction grating (b)
Comparison of the best axial optical resolution in DRWFI and diffraction-limited axial resolution
in TPE laser scanning microscope with different NA of the objective (c) MTF of DWRFI and
TPE laser scanning microscopy. Assume that PSF for TPE laser scanning microscopy is
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resolution, far from the diffraction limit. It is also controlled by G, f, and FWHM, based on
following relation:
L f .l .FWHM, = f, -G FWHM (3.4.5)
Near the diffraction limit, as Lf_, goes near zero, the diffraction-limited optical resolution
term becomes dominant in the axial optical resolution. Therefore, it is concluded that the axial
optical resolution can be quantitatively expressed as below:
FWHM (D G,FWHM,, f ,NA) oc f2 B. (3.4.6)
ov G2 f 2 FWHM2 NA
where A and B is proportional constants.
3.5 Two-Photon Excitation DRWFI Microscopy
In terms of instrument design, the TPE DRWFI microscopy has several advantages over the TPE
laser scanning microscopy. Having no moving parts, it has excellent stability and low system
cost. In addition, it offers the opportunity for extremely fast data acquisition with wide-field
image acquisition. Figure 3.6 depicts the design of a TPE DRWFI microscopy.
This TPE DRWFI microscope was implemented after optimizing the design parameters
through numerical simulations. All the design parameters were carefully chosen based on
maximizing illumination power per voxel. Ultrafast optical pulses (center wavelength of 780 nm,
pulse width of 100 fs, and repetition rate of 80 MHz) were delivered by a tunable Ti:Sapphire
pulsed laser (Tsunami, Spectra-Physics, Mountain View, CA) pumped by CW DPSS laser
(Millennia Xs, Spectra-Physics, Mountain View, CA). The beam diameter can be controlled with
a beam expander. The FOV at the specimen is proportional to the beam diameter. At the surface
of the reflective diffraction grating with the groove frequency of 600 grooves/mm (53004BK02-
351R, Richardson Grating Lab, Rochester, NY), ultrafast optical pulses are dispersed angularly,
and the pulse profile is restored at the focal plane of the objective (Fluar, 403/1.30 Oil, Zeiss
Microlmaging, Thornwood, NY) of an inverted microscope (Axiovert SI00TV, Zeiss
Microlmaging, Thornwood, NY). A NIR achromatic doublet (AC254-250-B, Throlabs, Newton,
NJ) is used as a tube lens to reduce chromatic aberration. The fluorescence on the specimen is
collected through the objective in an epi-geometry. At the beam splitter (700dcxr, Chroma
Technology, Rockingham, VT), the fluorescence is reflected and imaged by an intensified CCD
(iCCD, PI-MAX, Princeton Instrument, Trenton, NJ). The specimen is placed on a stage that
allows controlled lateral motion in the submicron range. The objective is positioned axially by a
piezoelectric actuator (MIPOS500, Piezosystem jena Inc., Hopedale, MA) with a closed-loop
controller (NV 40/1 CLE, Piezosystem jena Inc., Hopedale, MA). Actuating the objectives
results in an axial translation of the focal plane in the specimen.
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Figure 3.6. Schematic Diagram for TPE DRWFI Microscopy
3.6 Evaluation of Two-Photon DRWFI Microscopy
3.6.1 Two-Photon Excitation Efficiency
First, the TPE efficiency was measured to confirm that the excitation process is based on two-
photon absorption. As a specimen, 300 pM fluorescein (46955, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO)
solution in deionized water was used. Power was measured before the grating, and the number of
detected photons was counted by the iCCD. Figure 3.7 shows a measurement of fluorescence
signal versus excitation intensity in a log-log plot. Curve-fitting shows a slope of 2 indicating
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Figure 3.7. TPE efficiency for depth-resolved TPE DRWFI microscopy. Note that both x and y
axes are in log scale. Red dot represents measured signal, and blue line is fitted curve with slope
of 2.
3.6.2 Axial Optical Resolution
For measuring the axial optical resolution, 0.1 itm diameter yellow-green (505/515) fluorescent
polystyrene microspheres (F-8803, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) were used, each of which may be
considered as a point source of light. Figure 3.8 shows the axial optical resolution in the
simulation using the same design parameters as those of the experimental hardware and a
comparison with experimental measurement. From figure 3.8, simulation result gives intensity
profile FWHM of 1.60 im. Measured intensity profile was fitted to Lorentzian function, and its
FWHM was 1.65 gtm. Measured resolution is very close to the simulated resolution. It confirms
that the simulation results are well matched with the measurement and shows the potential to
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Figure 3.8 Axial intensity profile for 0.1 [Lm diameter microsphere. Experimental measurement
and theoretical calculation are compared.
3.6.3 Single Particle Detection Sensitivity
As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, the use of high two-photon cross section probes
may significantly improves the data acquisition speed of TPE DRWFI microscopy. One class of
the most promising probes is the QD, a fluorescent semiconductor nanocrystal. The use of QDs
for imaging has become popular in the past few decades because of a number of excellent optical
properties [29]. As the surface-to-volume ratio of the material gets larger, the electronic energy
states become discrete, and the quantum confinement effect becomes more dominant if metal and
semiconductor particles are smaller than their exiton Bohr radii (1-5 nm) [30]. As a result of
quantum confinement effect, QD has a quite broad absorption spectrum and a quite narrow
symmetric emission spectrum controlled by its size [30] unlike conventional chromophores with
broad red-tailed emission spectrum [31]. Figure 3.9 compares excitation and emission spectra for
standard probe (Alexa568) and QD (QD605) and shows that they have similar emission peaks.
The well-confined emission spectrum results in little crosstalk between the different size QDs
during multi-color imaging. The surface of a bare QD has free unbounded electrons and crystal
defects, and fluorescence quantum yield is reduced due to non-radiative electron energy
transition on the surface. By adding a shell that consists of multiple layers of semiconductors to a
bare QD, room temperature quantum yield and photostability are significantly improved, and
toxicity can be alleviated [32]. It also provides resistance to photobleaching over longer period of
time compared with conventional chromospheres.
QD blinking, as known as fluorescence intermittency [33], is observed at the single particle
level. A single QD is observed to emit fluorescence for a finite time interval and then suddenly
emit no fluorescence for a long period time. The QD blinking characteristic is affected by the
illumination intensity and the number of the coated layers on the QD [33]. In addition, the
probability density of "on" and "off"' time period follows power-law statistics [34]. It is different
from the permanent photobleaching since QD can resume emitting fluorescence after a very long
time period of dark state [34]. This blinking phenomenon is undesirable in most cases as it
interferes with continuous observation of the biomolecules in biological systems. However, it is
sometimes useful for distinguishing single QDs from the aggregates.
QD has a broad range of applications in the fields of quantum computing [35], photovoltaic
devices [36], and light emitting devices [37] as well as biology and medicine applications [31].
After the introduction of surface modified QD, it became possible to make water-soluble QD
[38]. The water-soluble QD, which also has high two-photon cross-section [23], can be utilized
in biological applications. Cells with bioconjugated QD have been labeled and imaged [38-40].
For the live cell, avidin-functionalized QD [41] or secondary antibody-conjugated QD [42] has
been used since it is efficient to target QD at the cell membrane.
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Figure 3.9 Absorption and emission spectrum for quantum dot and organic dye. QD605 is a
quantum dot with peak emission of 605nm. Alexa568 is an organic dye with peak excitation of
568. 'Abs.' stands for absorption spectrum and 'Em.' indicates emission spectrum. Data is
provided by Invitrogen Corporation.
We seek to demonstrate the sensitivity of the TPE DRWFI microscopy by imaging single
QDs at the video rate. Two properties of QD, blinking and photobleaching, are very useful to
validate the imaged object is a single QD. Blinking is only observed with the single QDs. Abrupt
and complete photobleaching has been long used as a hallmark of imaging single fluorophores.
To demonstrate the ability to detect a single QD with TPE DRWFI microscopy, single water-
soluble streptavidin-conjugated QD with 585 nm emission peak (Q1011MP, Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA) was imaged as a function of time. For specimen preparation, a similar protocol
described in Hohng et al. [43] was used. Coverslip was etched with KOH to remove pre-existing
chromophore. Narrow channel was made on the slide glass by inserting double-side adhesive
tape between the slide glass and coverslip. 1 mg/mL biotinylated bovine serum albumin (BSA)
(A8549-10MG, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was added in TN buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl at
pH7.4 and 50 mM NaCl), and this injected into the channel to treat the coverslip surface. Ten
minutes after the incubation, the channel was washed twice with TN buffer. I gM QD was
diluted at 1:100 with TN buffer, and this was injected into the channel, followed by 10-minute
incubation. This leads to immobilizing the QD through biotin-spreptavidin interactions. Then,
the channel was washed again twice with TN buffer, filled with TN buffer, and sealed with
transparent nail polish (See figure 3.10 for sample preparation). The TPE DRWFI microscopy









Figure 3.10 Pictorial diagram for QD-immobilized sample
For QD blinking measurement, the laser power used was 500 mW before the grating, and
time-lapse images were taken every 100 milliseconds (10 fps) for 20 seconds. Figure 3.11(a)-(c)
shows the time-lapse image for QD blinking at different times. QD blinking was identified, and
no significant photobleaching was observed. Figure 3.11(d) represents the intensity temporal
profile for the single QD in one of the regions of interest (ROIs). Intensity is fluctuating in time,
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Figure 3.11 Single QD blinking imaging at (a) t=0 sec (b) t=10 sec and (c) t=20 sec. (Scale bar is
10 gim) (d) Temporal plot for single QD blinking (yellow boxes in (a)-(c))
For QD photobleaching measurement, higher laser power was needed and was set to 2 W.
Figure 3.12(a)-(c) shows the time-lapse image of the photobleaching process. As seen in the
figure, initially QDs were blinking, and some of QDs were no longer seen at the center of
illumination due to photobleaching. The photobleaching process can be better observed from
figure 3.12(d). Intensity was fluctuating for the first 4 seconds and suddenly went down to the
background level. It is interpreted that QD blinking initially existed, but afterwards QD
permanently lost fluorescence capability. This observed object is a single QD because the
intensity drop was a quantized process. Through QD blinking and photobleaching observation, it
is concluded that the TPE DRWFI microscopy has the detection sensitivity for readily detecting
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Figure 3.12 Single QD photobleaching imaging at (a) t=0 sec (b) t=10 sec and (c) t=20 sec.
(Scale bar is 10 gm) (d) Temporal plot for single QD photobleaching process (yellow boxes in
(a)-(c))
3.6.4 High-Speed Imaging Capability
QD-conjugated integrin-tagged fixed cell was used to show high-speed imaging capability. The
following protocol was used: NIH 3T3 cells (CRL-1658, ATCC, Manassas, VA) were prepared
and Dulbecco's modified eagle medium (DMEM) (30-2002, ATCC, Manassas, VA) was
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (30-2021, ATCC, Manassas, VA) and
penicillin-streptomycin (100 units of penicillin per mL media, and 100 jtg streptomycin per mL
media; 30-2300, ATCC, Manassas, VA). Cells were cultured at 37 'C and 5% CO 2 in sterile
condition. A day prior to the cell fixation, cells were incubated in glass bottom microwell dish
(P35G-1.5-14-C, MatTek Co., Ashland, MA). Cells were washed three times for 30 seconds with
IX Dulbecco's phosphate buffered saline (DPBS) at pH 7.4 and were fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde in 1X DPBS for 15 minutes. Cells were washed again twice for 30 seconds
with 1X DPBS at pH 7.4 and permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100 in 1X DPBS for 10
minutes. Then, cells were washed three times for 30 seconds with 1X DPBS at pH 7.4 and were
blocked with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) (A8549-10MG, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO)
for an hour. 5 gL of 200 gLg/mL anti-integrin a5 monoclonal antibody (sc-71419, Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, Inc., Santa Cruz, CA) as a primary antibody was diluted at 1:100 in 1X DPBS
with 1% BSA, and cells were incubated with it for an hour at room temperature on the shaker.
Cells were washed three times for 5 minutes on the shaker with IX DPBS at pH 7.4. 1 gLM anti-
mouse IgG-QD conjugate (Ql1002MP, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) as a secondary antibody was
diluted at 1:00 with IX DPBS with 1% BSA, and cells were incubated with it at room
temperature for 45 minutes. Cells were washed twice for 30 seconds with IX DPBS at pH 7.4
and mounted with mounting media (S36936, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).
For high-speed imaging, the image sensor should be fast enough to transfer image
information to the computer within exposure time. Due to the relatively slow full-frame readout
time (-80 msec) of this iCCD, its maximum speed is at most 12 fps. To demonstrate the
suitability of TPE DRWFI microscopy for higher speed imaging without a fast detector, we
imaged QDs at much shorter exposure time by installing a fast mechanical shutter before the
microscope. At the fastest setting, this mechanical shutter can provide a minimal opening time of
16 milliseconds that is equivalent to the exposure time for imaging at 60 fps. With laser power
before the grating set to 1500 mW, figure 3.13 shows QD-tagged fixed cell imaged with a single
16 ms exposure. Most vesicles in the cell have SNR over 30, indicating that super-video rate
imaging using TPE DRWFI microscopy is feasible with faster high sensitivity detectors.
Therefore, it is demonstrated that the TPE DRWFI microscopy may be a powerful technique to
study millisecond scale dynamic processes in cells using high two-photon cross section
fluorophores such as QDs.
Figure 3.13 QD-tagged fixed cell imaged with 16 ms exposure time (equivalent to 60 fps
imaging). The scale bar in the image is 10 tm.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, DRWFI based on temporal focusing was introduced and its working principle
was explained. A mathematical model was derived to identify the key design parameters for
optimizing optical sectioning capability. Through numerical simulations, the effects on axial
optical resolution with different design parameters were predicted, and the simplified relation
between axial optical resolution and design parameters was estimated. Based on DRWFI, the
TPE DRWFI microscopy was implemented. It was confirmed that the imaging in the TPE
DRWFI microscopy is based on a TPE process. The theoretical calculation and experimental
measurement for the axial optical resolution were well matched. In addition, single particle
detection capability was demonstrated by observing the single QD blinking and photobleaching.
Lastly, high-speed capability was confirmed by imaging QD-labeled fixed cells at a frame speed
that is equivalent to super-video rate.
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Chapter 4
DRWFI Applications: I. Live Cellular Imaging with
Quantum Dots
4.1 Introduction
In previous chapter, TPE DRWFI microscopy was introduced and its capabilities for diffraction-
limited optical sectioning, high sensitivity detection, and high-speed imaging were demonstrated.
Two-photon microscopy has several advantages over the conventional confocal microscopy in
that it leads to less photodamage, slower photobleaching and higher cell viability during cellular
imaging. Compared with the wide-field microscopy, its imaging speed is ultimately slow due to
the need for a sequential scanning. The use of TPE DRWFI microscopy improves the imaging
speed to a level comparable to that of the wide-field imaging, enabling cellular processes to be
observed at video-rate with 3D resolution. The use of photobleaching resistant and high two-
photon cross section contrast agents such as QDs, further allows cellular imaging with high
sensitivity. Therefore, TPE DRWFI microscopy has many potential applications in cellular
studies, one of which is single particle tracking (SPT). SPT is a very useful technique for
studying a variety of transport processes in cells such as receptor diffusion inside lipid rafts [1],
cargo transport along microtubule [2], and viral transport in cells [3, 4]. The possibility of high
frame rate and high sensitivity imaging of TPE DRWFI microscopy is critical for SPT to follow
the relevant dynamics of transporting molecules in cells. More importantly, there are only a few
other SPT techniques with 3D capability similar to TPE DRWFI microscopy-based SPT [5-7].
Another potential application of TPE DRWFI microscopy is image correlation spectroscopy
(ICS) or image cross-correlation spectroscopy (ICCS). ICS is a powerful method to obtain spatial
and temporal correlations of molecular concentration by acquiring a sequence of cellular images
allowing aggregation and transport of molecules to be studied. Since the sensitivity of the
correlation spectroscopy is inversely proportional to the molecular number, depth discriminated
imaging is critical to reduce the observation volume and the number of molecules contained
within. Depth discriminated images for ICS have been taken using confocal microscopy [8],
TPM [9], or total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM). With TIRFM and laser
scanning microscopy, there is a trade-off between depth selectivity and imaging speed. TIRFM
microscopy is wide-field imaging method providing excellent temporal resolution, but can image
only a few hundred microns above the cover glass due to the limited penetration depth of the
evanescent wave. Laser scanning microscopy can image at any depth within the cell, but it is
relatively slow due to sequential scanning. TPE DRWFI microscopy has the advantage of having
both excellent imaging speed and depth selectivity. Furthermore, the approach based on TPE
DRWFI microscopy allows the extension of ICS to 3D.
In this chapter, novel SPT and ICS approaches based on TPE DRWFI microscopy are
applied to live cellular imaging applications: SPT and ICS are demonstrated in living cells. First,
live cellular imaging capability is evaluated with embedding QD in the cell. Then, QD-
conjugated antibody is conjugated to integrin ac5, an important transmembrane protein, and its
dynamics in live cell are observed through image analysis including SPT and ICS.
4.2 Theoretical Background
4.2.1 Single Particle Tracking
SPT [10] is a very powerful method to study molecular transport and trafficking processes in
biological systems. By monitoring the motion of single molecules with nanometer scale
resolution, their trajectories can be analyzed to reveal the mechanisms driving motions of these
molecules. For example, in the study of membrane biophysics, normal diffusion is not observed;
instead, the presence of local protein domains and lipid rafts results in the observation of
anomalous [11, 12] and confined [13, 14] diffusion on the cell membrane. In addition, directed
motions driven by molecular motors [15, 16] are observed. A powerful method to quantify
particle trajectory is to compute the mean square displacement (MSD) defined as:
MSD(r) = (Ir(t + ') - r(t)2) (4.2.1)
where r is temporal lag, r(t) is 2D position for single particle, and (*) is temporal average. For
normal diffusion, the MSD is linearly proportion to time:
MSD('T) = 4D'T (4.2.2)
where D is diffusion coefficient. In the case of anomalous diffusion, eq. (4.2.2) is modified as:
MSD(r) ~ r" (4.2.3)
where a is constant characterizing the power law dependence [17]. If a > I, it is considered to
be superdiffusion indicating the presence of flow or active cellular transport mechanisms [18]. If
a < 1, it is called subdiffusion, resulting from diffusion within a molecular "cage". For example,
subdiffusion is observed due to macromolecular crowding in the cytoplasm [19], or due to the
presence of protein domains in the cell membrane. In addition, the MSD in the presence of both
diffusion and directed motion or flow is expressed as:
MSD(r) = 4Dr + vt 2  (4.2.4)
4.2.2 Image Correlation Spectroscopy
Protein aggregation and association regulates a complex array of cellular processes such as
migration and proliferation. The resolution of the optical microscopy is limited by diffraction to
about 250 nm, and thus individual protein molecules cannot be identified. However, protein
association and aggregation can be detected by optical methods such as autocorrelation
spectroscopy. Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), which was developed several
decades ago [20-22], measures the aggregation of labeled proteins in solutions by quantifying
their number density based on Poissonian intensity fluctuation of light in time. This technique
was extended to study receptor aggregation processes in cell membranes, resulting in the
development of ICS and ICCS [8, 23]. In ICS, the molecules of interest are either labeled with
endogenous chromophores such as green fluorescence proteins (GFPs) or exogenous
chromophores. A 2D image is acquired and analyzed by quantifying the spatial fluctuation of
light intensity of the labeled proteins. If a sequence of time-lapse images is acquired, spatio-
temporal correlation analysis can be performed to study both aggregation and diffusion of
proteins. Figure 4.1 describes pictorially the procedure for ICS analysis.
In this thesis, we focus on autocorrelation while it is straightforward to extend this
methodology to cross-correlation analysis. Generalized spatio-temporal autocorrelation g(r,r,-)
is defined as a function of spatial lag (,'i,) and temporal lag r, and by the following expression
[9]:
(S3(x,y,t) .-8l(x + ,y+ 77,t + ))
(I(x,y,t)) -(I(x,y, t + ))
where Sl(x,y,t)= I(x,y,t)-(I(x,y,t)), I(x,y,t) is the intensity in given location at time t
from the image, and (*) represents the spatial average. If the temporal evolution of molecular
distribution is ignored or is slow, the temporal correlation can be ignored and eq. (4.2.5) can be
modified as below [8]:
-2 +r2
g(g,,0 ) = g (O,O,O)e "' + go (4.2.6)
where wo is i/e2 radius of laser beam and go is baseline or DC component. The number of
particles can be estimated with g(0,0,0) and oo .
A.
N = m (4.2.7)
g (0,0,0) ro2
where Airg is the imaging area. When intensity distribution is evolving temporally, temporal
correlation should also be included. Following equations describe the autocorrelation function
for diffusion (4.2.8) and for diffusion with flow (4.2.9) in a 2D system [24].
-1
g(0,0,'r) = g(0,0,0) l + T + g, (4.2.8)
g((0,,') = g(0,0,0)( 1+ e 2 (4.2.9)








Figure 4.1 General procedure for ICS. In microscope inset, only laser scanning microscope is
shown. In image analysis, only temporal autocorrelation function analysis is depicted.
4.3 Observation of Quantum Dot Conjugated Protein Dynamics in Live Cell
4.3.1 Live Cell Imaging with Non-Targeted Quantum Dot
We demonstrate that live cell labeled non-specifically with QD can be imaged with TPE DRWFI
microscopy. The sample was prepared via following protocol: NIH 3T3 cell was purchased from
American Type Culture Collection (CRL-1658, ATCC, Manassas, VA), and DMEM (30-2002,
ATCC, Manassas, VA) was supplemented with 10% FBS (30-2021, ATCC, Manassas, VA) and
penicillin-streptomycin (100 units of penicillin per mL media, and 100 jg streptomycin per mL
media; 30-2300, ATCC, Manassas, VA). Cells were cultured in DMEM at 37 'C and 5% CO 2 in
sterile condition. A day or two prior to imaging, cells were incubated in glass bottom microwell
dish (P35G-1.5-14-C, MatTek Co., Ashland, MA). After checking -70% confluency in the dish,
cells were washed three times for 30 seconds with IX DPBS (21-031-CV, Mediatech Inc.,
Herndon, VA) at pH 7.4. 1 jtM streptavidin-conjugated QD (Q 1011 IMP, Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA) was diluted with DMEM at 1:100 ratio and then added to the dish. Two hours after
embedding QDs in the cells, cells were washed three times for 30 seconds with IX DPBS at pH
7.4 and DMEM was added to cells to keep them alive during imaging. The QDs were not
targeted to specific receptors. Figure 4.2 depicts live cell sample prepared with above protocol.
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Figure 4.2 Schematic diagram for QD binding non-specifically live cell
Live cell images were obtained by DRWFI using the instrument described in Chapter 3. A
high NA objective (Fluar, 40X / 1.30 Oil Immersion, Carl Zeiss Microlmaging Inc., Thornwood,
NY) is used and the images were acquired by an iCCD (PI-MAX, Princeton Instrument, Trenton,
NJ). 201 images were acquired continuously with exposure time of 100 msec. Illumination laser
power was 500 mW before the grating. Figure 4.3 shows a time lapse sequence of images. Most
of QDs were non-specifically bound to the cell membrane while a fraction of the QD is
endocytosed. Blinking behavior is observed at some locations, indicating that DRWFI has
sufficient sensitivity to observed single QD at video rate on living cells.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.3 Live cellular imaging with embedded QD: each image was taken at (a) 0 sec (b) 5 sec
(c) 10 sec (d) 15 sec. Scale bar is 5 gim.
4.3.2 Live Cell Imaging with Quantum Dot Conjugated Integrin
QDs were conjugated to integrins to study receptor dynamics on the cell membrane. The
protocol used is similar to section 4.2 unless otherwise stated. NIH 3T3 cells were incubated in
glass bottom microwell dish a day or two before sample preparation. After attaining -70%
confluency, cells were washed three times for 30 seconds with IX DPBS at pH 7.4. 50 gL of
200 gg/mL anti-integrin a5 monoclonal antibody (sc-71419, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.,
Santa Cruz, CA), as a primary antibody, was added at 10 jgg/mL in DMEM and cells were
incubated for 30 minutes at 37 'C. Cells were then washed again three times for 30 seconds with
IX DPBS at pH 7.4. 1 jgM anti-mouse IgG-QD conjugate (Q 1002MP, Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA) as a secondary antibody was diluted to 1:100 with DMEM, and the solution was added to
cell to fill imaging chamber (-0.25 mL/chamber). Cells were incubated for 30 minutes at 4 oC
then washed three times for 30 seconds with IX DPBS at pH 7.4. Dish was filled with DMEM
during the imaging. Figure 4.4 represents the schematic diagram for live cell with QD-tagged
integrin a5 antibodies. Time-lapse images were obtained every 100 milliseconds for 20 seconds.
Optical power was 500 mW before the grating.
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Figure 4.4 Schematic diagram for cell preparation with anti-integrin a5 antibodies and anti-
mouse IgG-QD conjugates.
4.3.3 Single Particle Tracking
Prior to SPT for QD in live cell, the mechanical stability of TPE DRWFI microscopy apparatus
was quantified by imaging stationary particles [10]. As a specimen, QDs were attached to BSA
on the cover glass as described in Chapter 3. Time-lapse images were acquired for 20 seconds at
the interval of 100 milliseconds. Figure 4.5 shows the MSD of the stationary particle. In this
figure, MSD remains constant as a function of time indicating a lack or diffusion or flow as
expected. We further observed a MSD noise floor of 0.02 tm2, which originates from the
quantization noise and photon shot noise (SNR=10). It is demonstrated that TPE DRWFI
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Figure 4.5 Single particle tracking for immobilized QD attached to BSA on the cover glass.
The particle tracking algorithm written in MATLAB 2008a (The Mathworks, Natick, MA)
was used to analyze the trajectory of the single QD tagged to integrin a5. A bright-field image is
overlaid on the fluorescence image at different time-point imaging time as shown in figure
4.6(a). At t=15 sec, the particle seemed to disappear due to QD blinking but emitted signal again
later. MSD of its trajectory was computed and plotted in figure 4.6(b). The MSD shows two
temporal regimes with different power law dependence. The MSD data were fitted using
nonlinear least square optimization in MATLAB optimization toolbox. Power law coefficient a
was estimated in two different time regimes. For 0.1 - 1.3 seconds, subdiffusion (a = 0.409)
behavior is shown, whereas superdiffusion (a = 1.790) is dominant in 1.3 - 20 seconds. Based
on the observation, it is shown that the particle is undergoing active transport in the longer time
scale and confined motion in the shorter time scale. To calculate diffusion coefficient and flow
velocity, MSD was fitted to eq. (4.2.4). Diffusion coefficient was 7.7x10-" cm 2/sec, and flow
velocity was 0.29 gm/min; they are on the same order of magnitude as published results [24-26].
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Figure 4.6 Single particle tracking for a diffusing QD in the living cell: (a) Fluorescent images
are overlaid with bright-field images at different time scale (scale bar: 5gm) (b) MSD vs. time. It
was fitted at different time scales.
4.3.4 Image Correlation Spectroscopy
Figure 4.7(a) shows a fluorescence image overlaid by a bright-field image. In an expanded view,
figure 4.7(b), several QD particles (N=5) are seen to be attached to cell membrane. We used this
image to test the capability of ICS to quantify particle number. All the images were analyzed by
using customized MATLAB codes. With a time-lapse image sequence, spatial autocorrelation
g (5,1,0) was calculated at each time point (See figure 4.8(a)). g(0,4,0) was fitted to a
Gaussian function expressed in eq. (4.2.6) to estimate g(0,O,O). Measuring g(O,O,0) allows us
to quantify the number of particles in the image via eq. (4.2.7). The number of particles is
estimated to be 3.56, which is not accurate compared to the actual number.
estimated to be 3.56, which is not accurate compared to the actual number.
(a)
Figure 4.7 QD distribution in the cell: (a)
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Figure 4.8 (a) Spatial image autocorrelation g( ,17,0)
axis g(0,1,0): It was fitted to Gaussian function.
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(b)
(b) Spatial image autocorrelation along y
There are two main factors affecting the accuracy of particle number estimation. The first
one is QD blinking effect. Unlike single particle tracking, ICS is more sensitive to the blinking
and results in losing accuracy for estimating the number of particles in the area where image is
analyzed. For example, one of the key procedures is to correctly estimate co, but it is not easy
due to QD blinking. A calibration procedure with the fluorescent microsphere is needed. The
second one is the total number of particles involved in ICS. Since ICS is a statistical analysis
method, at least 50 particles, as a rule of thumb, should be included to provide statistically
meaningful results. However, only 5 particles were involved in this analysis due to the difficulty
of sample preparation, and further analysis involving more particles is needed. Despite relatively
low accuracy, the order of magnitude of the number of particles is close to the actual number. In
figure 4.9, the change of the number of particles is plotted against time. Due to the cell
membrane mobility, the number of particles was not constant in time, and this fluctuation range
is similar to the actual number.
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Figure 4.9 The change of the number of QD particles in time
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have demonstrated images acquired using TPE DRWFI microscopy is
amendable for SPT and ICS analysis. Transport of QD-tagged integrins was imaged using TPE
DRWFI microscopy and analyzed with SPT and ICS. For SPT, we observed that integrin
exhibits confined diffusion at time scale shorter than 1.3 seconds while transport is observed on
the longer time scale. Using ICS, we demonstrated that number density of receptors can be
quantified using spatial correlation. For future studies, DRWFI may be expanded for two or
multiple particle tracking. More advanced ICS techniques such as spatio-temporal image
correlation spectroscopy (STICS) and k-space image correlation spectroscopy (k-ICS) may be
also applied to 3D resolved wide-field images [27-29].
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Chapter 5
DRWFI Applications: II. Three-Dimensional
Lithographic Microfabrication
5.1 Introduction
Lithographic fabrication is a cornerstone of semiconductor industry and the extension of the
techniques to the micro- or nano-scale recently has found applications in many areas including
photonics [1] and biomedicine [2, 3]. Photolithography, the most common microlithography
technology, uses light to transfer the desired patterns on the substrate through several
photochemical processes, but its resolution is limited by the diffraction limit of the light. To
overcome this limitation, several nano-scale fabrication methods have been reported: electron
beam lithography [4] which scans electron beam over the surface in patterned fashion,
nanoimprinting lithography [5] that stamps patterns on thin layer, dip-pen nanolithography [6]
which transfers specific molecules on the surface, nanosphere lithography [7] which uses
nanosphere layer as a mask, and soft lithography [8] which replicates structures with elastomer
stamps or mold. Most nano-scale fabrications are limited to thin 2D applications, and there is a
need to further develop 3D microfabrication techniques.
3D fabrication techniques based on solid freeform fabrication have been used extensively for
making prototypes during manufacturing. Stereolithography is one of the most commonly used
rapid prototyping techniques in this class. It uses curable photopolymer resin: Laser traces the
cross section of the parts at each layer curing the polymer, and the 3D structure is generated by
stacking these patterned layers together. While this technique is very useful in generating the
macro-scale 3D prototypes, its fabrication resolution is limited to couple of hundred microns.
Several 3D micron-scale fabrication techniques have been proposed, and one popular method is
TPE microfabrication. The technology of TPE microfabrication [9-11] has been under
development for over twenty years. Importantly, this microfabrication technique can utilize a
variety of photo-interactions to alter material properties in 3D. The available processes include
photochromism, photobleaching, photopolymerization, and others. Photochromism [12, 13] is a
reversible process which optically transforms chemical species between two forms with different
physicochemical properties such as absorption spectra, refractive index, or dielectric constant.
This process may find application in creating erasable memory media [13] and display devices
[14]. Photobleaching [15] is an irreversible process in which fluorescence capability is
permanently lost after repeated excitations and emissions. It is caused by photolysis, which is a
very complex process. One of the major mechanisms for photobleaching is photodynamic
reaction between oxygen and fluorophore. Additionally, it has been revealed, both theoretically
and experimentally, that photobleaching is not a single exponential process except for few
special cases. Moreover, the reaction order and the photobleaching rate are affected by factors
such as light intensity, illumination type (pulsed or continuous), and molecular environment.
Photopolymerization [16] is a polymerization process within which the material is exposed to
light, especially ultraviolet (UV) light. It is generally modeled as radical chain polymerization.
Either photoinitiator or photosensitizer is required to initiate polymerization, but they have
different roles in the polymerization process. During photoinitiation, a photoinitiator absorbs
energy by excitation and is decomposed into radicals, whereas a photosensitizer absorbs energy
by excitation and its molecular interaction and transfers energy to other molecules which become
radicals. Regardless of their different roles, polymerization rate is determined by their
characteristics. Unlike other polymerization processes, photopolymerization can occur in the
spatially confined specific region where the light is irradiated, but the process is affected by the
material thickness due to the limited penetration depth of the light. Fabrication resolution by
photopolymerization can be higher than diffraction-limited optical resolution since the
photopolymerization requires a threshold optical energy to initiate the polymerization process.
TPE microfabrication has found a broad range of applications in the fields such as 3D optical
storage [17, 18], tissue scaffold [19, 20], photonic crystal structure [21, 22], and microfluidic
devices [23, 24].
Several other methods of 3D fabrication besides TPE microfabrication have been introduced.
Setting a 3D interference patterns inside a solid specimen by illuminating the object with
multiple coherent plane waves [25-27] is another 3D fabrication method that allows high
throughput manufacturing, but its applications are limited to building periodic structures. Soft
lithography [28] including self-assembly [29] and microtransfer molding (tTM) [30] has a
variety of applications including 3D microfabrication, but it is only applied to large-volume
manufacturing since it is mold-cast based fabrication. 3D fabrication with dip pen [31] enables
ink direct writing, but it cannot be applied to high-aspect-ratio or nail-shaped structures. Finally,
3D nanoimprinting lithography [32] has also been reported, but the range of 3D structures that
have been made is also quite limited.
One of the limits of many 3D microfabrication techniques, including TPE microfabrication,
is their low throughput. TPE typically achieves 3D resolution by focusing ultrafast optical pulses
to a diffraction-limited focus using a high NA lens. The nonlinear dependence of material
responses to the excitation power distribution provides the depth discrimination. Since this
fabrication processing is carried out on a point-by-point basis, known as laser direct writing, the
throughput of fabrication is ultimately limited by the sequential nature of this method and the
mechanical limit of the scanner. Although TPE microfabrication provides very attractive
submicron lateral resolution and 3D optical sectioning, the use of the TPE approach is limited to
laboratory investigations and prototype fabrication. Therefore, there is a need to improve the
throughput of TPE microfabrication to enable commercial mass-production. One approach,
which can enhance the speed of TPE microfabrication beyond that of laser direct writing, is
based on using multiple beamlets [33, 34] to generate multiple foci on the sample. This
parallelization increases fabrication speed by a factor equal to the number of excitation foci. One
limitation of this technique lies in the difficulty of individually controlling the scan pattern of an
individual beamlet and registering the patterns produced by the different foci.
In this chapter, we introduce a novel 3D lithographic microfabrication technique based on
DRWFI. DRWFI has found a number of applications in the nonlinear microscopy [35-38], but
using this approach for 3D microfabrication has remained unexplored. As a proof-of-concept, a
TPE microfabrication station based on DRWFI is assembled, micropatterning based on
photobleaching is demonstrated, and fabrication resolution is evaluated. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first demonstration of 3D lithographic microfabrication using DRWFI.
5.2 3D Lithographic Microfabrication
5.2.1 Design and Implementation of 3D Lithographic Microfabrication
Currently, 3D volumetric microstructures are generated by focusing pulsed laser into a focal
volume, scanning laser beam laterally and translating the objective lens or the sample axially
(See figure 5.1(a)). By controlling the laser power and exposure time, sub-diffraction limited
fabrication resolution can be achieved, but this requires complicated system integration that
includes a high-speed programmable mechanical shutter and a 3D scanner. The sequential nature
of this system and the limited bandwidth of the mechano-optical scanners slow the fabrication
rate and confine TPE microfabrication application to prototyping. For the technology proposed
in this thesis, there is no need for lateral scanning and only axial scanning of the objective (or
sample platform) is required for fabrication in 3D. As seen in figure 5.1(b), DRWFI is used to
excite sample in a wide-field excitation format. At the image plane of the specimen, a mask is
placed to project the specific pattern at the focal plane of the specimen. 3D objects are then
created by stacking up 2D lithographic produced structures layer-by-layer. This approach














Figure 5.1 3D Microfabrication based on two-photon absorption process: (a) current technology






The design of the 3D lithographic microfabrication system is shown in figure 5.2. It is very
similar to the imaging system shown in chapter 3 except for inserting different masks to generate
the specific patterns. As a light source, Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser (Tsunami, Spectra-
Physics, Mountain View, CA) pumped by a CW DPSS laser (Millennia V, Spectra-Physics,
Mountain View, CA) was used. It has pulse width of about 100 fs and pulse repetition rate of 80
MHz. The center wavelength of the ultrafast optical pulses was chosen as 780 nm. It consists of
reflective diffraction grating with a groove frequency of 600 glooves/mm (53004BK02-351R,
Richardson Grating Lab, Rochester, NY), the high NA objective (Fluar, 40X/1.30 Oil, Zeiss
Microlmaging, Thornwood, NY), and customized masks (Fine Line Imaging Inc., Cololado
Springs, CO). The diffraction grating surface and the mask surface are placed at the conjugate
planes of the objective specimen plane. This organization ensures that the pattern of the mask is
projected at the specimen plane, and the optical pulse width is restored at the same location.
Fabrication is accomplished one plane at a time. After a pattern is fabricated, the objective is
moved to the next axial position, and the mask for this position is inserted. To observe the
fabrication result, an image sensor (iCCD, PI-MAX, Princeton Instrument, Trenton, NJ) is used.
In future high throughput fabrication, we plan to replace these fixed masks with a dynamic mask
generator such as a digital mirror device (DMD) with a digital light processor (DLP), a spatial
















Figure 5.2 Schematic diagram for 3D lithographic microfabrication
5.2.2 Evaluating Axial Resolution of Fabricated Patterns
We demonstrate the feasibility of using DRWFI for lithographic fabrication by photobleaching
depth-resolved patterns in fluorescent materials. Photobleaching process is also useful for
simulating another useful fabrication process based on photopolymerization.
Photopolymerization requires interaction with reactive oxygen species, which is similar to
photobleaching [15, 39]. One of the challenges to quantify the axial resolution is that prolonged
photobleaching will result in resolution degradation while too short exposure may result in poor
SNR. Using a specimen with a high concentration of non-diffusing fluorophores is critical to
obtain high SNR patterns. For this purpose, 15tm diameter yellow-green (505/515) fluorescent
polystyrene microspheres (F-8844, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) were used. It is critical that these
microspheres be embedded with medium with very similar refractive index (RI). With index
mismatch, the spherical surfaces of these microspheres lead to wave front distortion and
aberration. The RI of polystyrene-based microsphere is known to be 1.590 at 589.25 nm from the
manufacturer data. However, since RI is a function of wavelength, the RI is unknown at our
patterning wavelength of 780 nm. To select the best embedded medium, we applied diffraction
phase contrast microscopy [40] to quantify the RI difference between the microsphere and the
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embedding medium. Several embedding media were tested, and the RI difference for each is
listed in table 5.1. For large refractive index difference, RI difference is far from actual value
since diffraction phase microscopy does not have a broad dynamic range. The RI of RI matching
oils, UV adhesives, and laser liquids are close to that of microsphere at 589.25 nm. Among the
candidates, laser liquid #2 has the closest RI to the microsphere at 800 nm, as shown in table 5.1,









RI matching Oilb 1.580
UV Adhesive #1c,e 1.560
UV Adhesive #2d,e 1.585
Laser Liquid #1b 1.590
Laser Liquid #2b 1.605
a. 518F, Carl Zeiss Microimaging Inc., Thornwood, NY
b. custom, Cargille Laboratories, Cedar Grove, NJ
c. NOA 61, Norland Products Inc., Cranbury, NJ
d. OP-4-20658, Dymax Corporation, Torrington, CT
e. It was measured after fully curing UV adhesive.
Table 5.1 The list of refractive index difference
Refractive Index difference between










between microsphere and surrounding media.
The specimen for evaluating axial fabrication resolution was prepared as follows: 15pm
diameter fluorescent spheres were diluted with deionized water at the ratio of 1:20, centrifuged at
5000 rpm for two minutes, and removed of water with NaCI. They were dried on the square
no.1.5 cover glass (48366-227, VWR, West Chester, PA) in a vacuum chamber. RI matching
embedding medium was deposited on the cover glass around the microspheres. The cover glass
was sealed to a microscope slide glass (3050, 25 mm X 75 mm & Imm thick, BD, Short Hills,
NJ). Figure 5.3 describes writing and reading process for photobleached micropatterns. For
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writing photobleached micropattern, the DRWFI microfabrication system was used to write the
MIT logo in the center of the microsphere. Each letter of micropattern in the microsphere was
smaller than 4 pm in the lateral dimension. To minimize refractive index mismatching during the
imaging process, standard point scanning TPM, as described in chapter 2, is used to read out
these patterns since it has higher axial resolution than two-photon system based on DRWFI. 201
images were taken with axial step size of 100 nm. Averaged intensity profile for normal voxel
and photobleached voxel were processed in ImageJ (Rasband, W.S., ImageJ, National Institutes
of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA, http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/, 1997-2009), and photobleached
intensity was subtracted from normal intensity profile. In this experiment, the laser power used
for measurement was 500 mW before the grating, and the exposure time was controlled to
observe the effects on axial fabrication resolution.
The axial resolution of the fabricated pattern measured by TPM imaging is a convolution of
the fabrication resolution and the imaging resolution. Axial optical resolution for DRWFI
observed in chapter 3 was 1.65 pm, and the TPM used in chapter 2 has an axial optical resolution
of 1.16 pm. Therefore, we expect the images of the photobleached patterns has an axial
resolution of 2.27 pm. Figure 5.4(a) shows the FWHM of the photobleached patterns imaged
using TPM at different exposure time. For comparison, the axial resolutions with UV adhesive
#2 and laser oil #1 and #2 embedding media were also plotted. It is observed that long exposure
time results in fabrication resolution loss due to saturation; similar resolution degradation was
observed, using laser direct writing [41]. As exposure time decreases, the fabrication resolution
becomes closer to our theoretical expectation. For very short exposure, the accuracy of the
measurement is limited by Poisson noise due to low contrast in this case. Figure 5.4(b) shows












Figure 5.3 Photobleaching-based micropattem writing and reading
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Figure 5.4 Axial fabrication resolution: (a) Axial resolution with different exposure time and
surrounding media (UV adhesive #2: green, laser liquid #1: blue, and laser liquid #2: red) (b)
Intensity profiles for the measurement and the calculation of convolution of writing and reading
intensity profiles (solid line) (For measurement, laser oil #2 was embedding medium, and
exposure time was 50 seconds.)
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5.3 3D Depth-Resolved Micropatterning
In this section, we demonstrate depth resolved micropatterning using DRWFI. Figure 5.5(a)
explains how a depth-resolved micropattern is created in the microsphere. Customized chrome-
coated mask was used to generate different patterns at different depths. The focal plane was
controlled by a microscope objective piezoelectric positioner (MIPOS500, Piezosystem jena Inc.,
Hopedale, MA) with closed-loop controller (NV 40/1 CLE, Piezosystem jena Inc., Hopedale,
MA). In this case, the 'M', '1', and 'T' of the MIT logo were written with 5 jim axial separation
in the microsphere. During writing process, 500 mW average laser power before the grating and
20 second exposure time were used for each pattern. For reading these micropatterns, TPM was
used as discussed in the previous section. Figure 5.5(b) shows the fluorescence images at the
depths where letters were written. Each letter was clearly identified at different depths. The
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Figure 5.5 3D depth-resolved micropatterning in the microsphere (a) pictorial illustration of
micropatterning at the different depths. 'MIT' logo was written: 'M' at top, 'I' at middle, 'T' at
bottom (b) reading patterns at different layer. (from left to right) 5pm above center, at the
center, and 5 pm below center.
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5.4 Summary
In this chapter, 3D lithographic microfabrication system was introduced and implemented. This
system can be exploited for mass-production thanks to its DRWFI capability to improve
fabrication rate. Photobleaching process was used in these proof-of-concept experiments. We
have demonstrated that diffraction-limited writing resolution can be achieved. We have further
demonstrated that DRWFI can pattern structures at multiple depths with minimal crosstalk.
While we have demonstrated that the utility of DRWFI for 3D lithography based on
photobleaching process, we expect that other patterning mechanisms such as
photopolymerization can also be readily used. In the photopolymerization process,
photoinitiators are excited by the laser to form radicals. These excited photoinitiators transfers
energy to mononers forming radicals starting the polymerization process. For
photopolymerization, structures with features below the optical diffraction limit may be
produced due to the presence of a threshold energy level below which polymerization cannot be
initiated [42]. The presence of this threshold further reduces the undesirable effect of crosstalk
between planes that is caused by aberration and the relatively broad axial PSF of DRWFI.
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In this thesis, we examined several aspects of ultrafast optical pulse manipulation for nonlinear
microscopy and microfabrication. To make the nonlinear microscopes portable, ultrafast optical
pulse delivery with fiber was investigated. When TIR-based optical fibers are used, the shape of
ultrafast optical pulse is affected temporally and spectrally due to dispersion and nonlinear
effects. Dispersion can be compensated with a pulse compressor that provides prechirping, but
nonlinear effects become dominant as optical power increases. PCFs, especially hollow-core
PCF, are excellent in preserving ultrafast optical pulse shape and also shown to be power-
independent. In the realm of nonlinear microscopy, all the fiber delivery methods have lower
TPE efficiency than free-space delivery case. Dispersion compensation with pulse compressor
partly recovers TPE efficiency in some fibers.
We have further designed DRWFI systems based on temporal focusing. A mathematical
model for DRWFI was derived based on diffraction theory. Numerical simulation was used since
the mathematical model does not provide a closed-form solution. Through the numerical
simulations for different design parameters, we found that axial optical resolution for DRWFI
becomes diffraction-limited as spectral components in ultrafast optical pulse are close to filling
the back aperture of the objective. A TPE microscope based on DRWFI was built and the
experimental resolution was shown to be well matched with the theoretical prediction. Single
particle detection sensitivity was demonstrated by imaging single QD at video rate. Single QD
blinking and photobleaching dynamics were observed. High-speed cellular imaging was
confirmed by imaging fixed cells labeled with QDs at a frame speed that is equivalent to super-
video rate.
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Additionally, two specific applications of DRWFI were investigated. First, DRWFI was
applied to study integrin dynamics in live cell membrane using SPT and ICS. Second, a 3D
lithographic microfabrication system was designed and implemented. Its 3D fabrication
capability was quantified through photobleaching experiment. Micropatterns produced by the
photobleaching process were clearly depth-resolved at the different depths in fluorescent
microspheres.
6.2 Outlook
This thesis demonstrates the potential of ultrafast pulse manipulation for microscopic imaging
and fabrication. Most importantly, we have demonstrated that temporal focusing is an excellent
method for DRWFI. While only a few obvious applications of DRWFI were demonstrated, there
are many future possibilities in advancing this class of technology.
6.2.1 Improving Axial Resolution by Standing-Wave DRWFI
As stated in chapter 3, DRWFI can achieve diffraction-limited resolution with proper design
parameters. However, compared with lateral resolution, the ultimate axial resolution is generally
lower by the factor of at least two. This PSF is an axially-elongated spheroid. In some
applications, better axial resolution is desirable. Axial resolution enhancement can be achieved
using a standing-wave excitation geometry [1]. Standing-wave depth-resolved wide-field
illumination (SWDRWFI) uses two countering propagating pulses that are chirped such that their
temporal pulse widths are broadened while the pulses are far from the focal plane. Figure 6.1(a)
shows SWDRWFI schematics. A single train of optical pulses is separated into two identical
beams by a 50:50 beam splitter (BS). Considering each spectral component separately, the
beamlets for each spectral component propagate through two different optical paths and
recombine at the focal plane of the objective. Note that the propagation directions of these two
beamlets are symmetrical about focal plane but asymmetric relative to the optical axis. With this
standing-wave geometry, the beamlets of each wavelength component interfere and produce an
interference pattern axially. The interference pattern for each spectral component is
perpendicular to the optical axis and parallel to focal plane. The interference patterns of the
different spectral components are designed to be in phase at the focal plane where the short pulse
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temporal profile is restored, resulting in very high instantaneous power. The axial resolution
should be approximately equal to the product of the interference fringe with the axial point
spread function of the standard DRWFI. Since the interference fringe is much narrower than the
DRWFI axial PSF, the axial resolution as defined by the FWHM of central peak is dominated by
the width of the interference fringe that is on the order of 200 nm for 800 nm excitation light. In
traditional standing wave microscopy, the planes at all the interference fringe maxima are
equally excited, and the signals from these planes are degenerate and cannot be resolved. In
SWDRWFI, the interference fringe maxima, which are not located at the focal plane, are
attenuated due the temporal focusing effect (i.e. modulated by the standard DRWFI axial point
spread function). This breaks the limitations of degeneracy plaguing standing-wave microscopy
that persisted for years.
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Figure 6.1 (a) Schematic diagram for standing-wave depth-resolved wide-field illumination (b)
Principle of SWDRWFI
6.2.2 Expanding Image/Fabrication Area in DRWFI
One advantage of the proposed 3D lithographic microfabrication is scalability. The parallel
nature of this technique ensures that patterning a larger area does not take a longer time than
doing a smaller area. However, DRWFI patterning is scalable only if there is sufficient laser
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power. Microfabrication based on DRWFI is equivalent to simultaneous exciting an array of
foci in terms of power requirement. As discussed in section 1.3.2, the quadratic dependence of
excitation efficiency on laser power dictates that for the imaging or the fabrication, efficiency is
maximized when excitation power is just below saturation limit and chromophores are excited
with high probability. For typical photoinitators, at most 100 foci can be efficiently excited given
the power available from a typical Ti:Sapphire lasers and this corresponds to a very modest FOV
of a few tens of square microns. Given the quadratic nature of TPE, this limitation can be
overcome, using a laser source with similar average power but much higher peak power and
lower repetition rate. In practice, ultrafast optical pulse with much higher peak power can be
produced by regenerative amplifier or OPA. Another approach to enhance laser power is using
customized photoinitiator or photosensitizer with high two-photon cross section. One of
conjugated polymer nanoparticles (CPNs) was recently confirmed to have high two-photon cross
section of 103-104 GM (A. Abdul Rahim, W. McDaniel, K. Bardon, S. Srinivasan, V.
Vickerman, P. T. C. So, and J. H. Moon, "Conjugated Polymer Nanoparticles for Two-photon
Imaging of Endothelial Cells in a Tissue Model", Adv. Mater. In press (2009)). Photoinitiators
based on conjugated polymers may be developed with significantly higher two-photon cross
sections. Figure 6.2 tabulates the expected fabrication area for different laser types and
photosensitizers without fluorescence saturation. As shown in figure 6.2, the combination of high
peak power laser and large two-photon cross section improves illumination FOV, especially in
the case of using regenerative amplifier as light source and CPN based initiators.
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Figure 6.2 Minimum fabrication area with different laser types and fluorescence-based
photosensitizers (6 is two-photon cross section). Each pulsed laser specification is described in
the figure.
6.2.3 Developing STICS based on DRWFI
In chapter 4, the potential of ICS and ICCS based DRWFI was demonstrated. ICS and ICCS are
excellent tools for observing molecular dynamics in cells, but their measurements provide either
spatial or temporal information, but not both simultaneously. These tools have been extended to
STICS [2, 3] to combine temporal and spatial autocorrelation. STICS has been applied to
studying protein dynamics in space and in time simultaneously by measuring transport and
diffusion rates and the degree of protein aggregation. The high frame rate and 3D resolved nature
of DRWFI makes it ideal for STICS analysis. While QDs have many desirable properties, they
also suffer from being often trapped in dark states that is the origin of their blinking behavior.
For ICS and ICCS, this blinking dynamics hinders accurate measurement. To overcome this
problem, k-ICS [4] has been recently introduced, which is applied to detect QD-tagged
macromolecule [5]. We will explore the use of k-ICS to compensate for the blinking behavior in
QDs. Finally, other high two-photon cross section probes such as CPNs may also be used with
similar performance as QDs, but do not exhibit the undesirable blinking behavior.
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6.2.4 Developing Two-Photon Microendoscopy Using DRWFI
An important clinical application of TPE microscopy is in optical biopsy. For optical biopsy, the
TPM system must be miniaturized to the format of an endoscope. Several TPE microendoscopies
[6-8] have been developed. Most of these devices require 2D or 3D scanning mechanism in the
proximal end. Despite the advance in micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) technology,
these probe designs are quite complex. One may envision designing endoscopies based on
DRWFI that eases many design constraints since only scanning along axial direction is required.
Moreover, DRWFI is relatively insensitive to dispersion effects during fiber delivery, and it does
not require pulse compressor in the proximal end. Two different design schematics are shown in
figure 6.3. In both designs, single mode fiber delivers ultrafast optical pulse, and a fiber bundle
relays the image from the distal end of the microendoscopy to an external high sensitivity
detector. The first design is a side-viewing system (See figure 6.3(a)). Ultrafast optical pulse is
delivered by the fiber and collimated by a graded index (GRIN) lens. Subsequently, a grating
disperses the spectral content of the light pulse to different angles. A series of silver coated
prisms is used to increase the effective path length to ensure sufficient spatial dispersion of the
spectral content when the light pulse reaches the objective back aperture after the excitation tube
lens and the dichroic mirror (both the tube lens and the objective are high NA GRIN lens). The
grating plane and the objective focal plane are designed to be conjugated. Therefore, the different
spectral content of the light pulse recombines only at the specimen plane, enabling depth
resolved wide-field imaging. The fluorescence signal emitted from the focal plane is imaged by
the objective, reflected by dichroic mirror, and projected onto the detection fiber bundle. An
alternative design is a front-viewing microendoscopy (See figure 6.3(b)). Front-viewing design
has the advantage of small size and easy alignment. Without the right-angle objective-tube lens
geometry, it is easier to design a system that is small enough (3-5 mm dia.) to fit into the
diagnostic channel of a commercial gastrointestinal endoscope. Furthermore, it is easier to align
since the series of GRIN lenses, prisms, and dichroic mirror is cascaded. One of the challenges in




Figure 6.3 Schematic diagram for TPE wide-field microendoscopy: (a) Side-viewing type and
(b) front-viewing type
6.2.5. Developing High-Speed 3D Lithography with Dynamic Mask Generation
The 3D lithographic microfabrication system described in this thesis used fixed mask. While it
is sufficient for proof-of-concept experiments, it is not efficient for mass-production. For 3D
fabrication, each layer has different pattern, and 3D microstructure is built by stacking these
different patterns. High-speed lateral pattern generator is required in order not to delay the
fabrication process. Several state-of-art devices to enable high-speed pattern generation havebeen proposed: DMD with DLP, SLM, and MA. In case of SLM, the fixed mask is replaced with
transmission type mask. Devices with reflective type mask, such as DMD with DLP and MA,
need extra apparatus, i.e. polarization beam splitter (PBS) that reflects p-polarized (or s-polarized) beam to digital mirror device. Quarter-wave plate (QWP) is placed between PBS and
DMD so that the polarizations of incident beam and reflected beam are orthogonal. The
patterned s-polarized (or p-polaterized) beam reflected from DMD is transmitted through PBS and
delivered to tube lens and the objective. Figure 6.4 depicts this mechanism.
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Figure 6.4 3D lithographic microfabrication with DMD with DLP
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